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POLLO 12 HEADS FOR MOON
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CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) —AL
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America launched a three man Apollo 12
crew toward the moon today to
set up a nuclear powered scientific base and
begin man's first true exploration of another
world.
Despite a cliff-hanger problem with a
hydrogen fuel tank during the
countdown, Navy commanders
Charles "Pete" Conrad, 39, Alan L. Bean, 37,
and Richard F Gordon, 40, successfully rode
a 7.5-million pound thrust Saturn 5 into the skies to begin their 255,617
mile lunar journey.
The astronauts arose at 6:05 a.m. and
had the traditional spacemen's
special — orange juice, steak, eggs, coffee
and toast — and then suited up
for their mission.
They arrived at the launch pad at 8:29 a.m, and boarded
an elevator that
took them to the top of the 363-foot tall Saturn 5 rocket
which they rode into
Pace.
At 8:35 a.m. EST, Conrad, the spaceflight
commander, crawled into the
moonship and gave technicians in the block house a "cheery
good morning."
He settled into the lefthand seat, and was followed by Bean,
who took the
righthand seat, and Gordon, who sat in the center.
At 9:05 a.m. EST, ground control reported: "The hatch is
closed."
At mission control center in Houston an American flag flew beside
the
huge television screen on which Apollo 12's progress would be charted. Flight
controllers ran last-minute tests on their equipment, including a check to make
sure they could send commands to the spacecraft.
Conrad and Bean's families were on hand at Cape Kennedy for the
launch, as were President Nixon, his wife, Pat, their daughter, Tricia, and
vice president and Mrs. Spiro T. Agnew.
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Richard F. Gordon and Alan L. Bean were
awakened at 8:05 a.m, after an eight-hour sleep in their comfortable quarters.
They passed a brief medical checkup and had a traditional launch day break
fast of steak and eggs.
Dr. Alan C. Harter, chief launch site psysician, said the three astronauts
were "in great shape. Everything is normal."
By dawn all three stages of Apollo 12's Saturn 5 rocket were fueled. The
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propellants were so cold that the sides of the black and white launcher were
coated with ice.

At 7:52 a.m, a planned hold in the countdown ended and launch technicians took up their positions for blastoff three end a half hours away.
The astronauts, clad in their white spacesuits, boarded a square-bodied
space agency van 12 minutes later for the nine-mile ride to the launch pad
where their rocket waited. A "pretty good" rainstorm swept the beachside
launch site just as the crew set out for it, but officials said it should have no
effect on the launch.
As they walked into the transfer van, a crowd of technicians cheered.
One of the space workers displayed a sign which read: "We're with you all
the way." It was not raining at the suitroom where they got into the van.
The ticklish rocket fueling operation began in the early morning hours
with the 363-foot rocket glowing in the glare of powerful floodlights. When
fully fueled with 1 million gallons of liquid oxygen, liquid hydrogen and
kerosene, the Saturn 5 weighs more than 3,000 tons — as much as a Navy
destroyer.

Pictured here are the three astronauts
right are Charles Conrad, commander; Rkhard
L Bean, Lunar Module pilot. The three began

make up the crew of Apollo 12. Left to
Gordon, Command Module pilot, and Alan
lourney to the moon this morning

Oblective Is Scientific
The object of man's second trip to a landing on earth's nearest celestial
neighbor — 255,617 miles away today — was to start returning scientific
dividends from America's $25 billion moon flight investment.
"This is the opener of the next generation," Conrad said in a pre-flight
interview. "The name of the game in Apollo 12 is lunar surface exploration."
Conrad, 39-year-old mission commander and veteran of two Gemini spaceflights, and space rookie Bean, 37, are scheduled to land on the southeastern
edge of the moon's Ocean of Storms early Wednesday morning. Gordon, 40year-old veteran of one Gemini flight, will remain in lunar orbit.
The relatively smooth, but crater-pocked terrain Conrad and Bean will
explore is 954 miles west of the Tranquillity Base established by Apollo 11's
(Continued on Page Ton)
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Leonard Vaughn
Gives Up Council
Seat Last Night
In

ouncilman Leonard Vaughn mary election this year and
ounced his retirement from normally would have served
the Murray City Council last
night after having served ten
years on the city body. Mr.
Vaughn gave as his reason the
continuing press of personal
business that forced him to give
up some of his outside duties.
The announcement was made
by a letter to Mayor Holmes
Ellis and at a dinner which
Mr. Vaughn gave last night at
the Holiday Inn just before the
council meeting.
He expressed his regret at
having to give up his position on the council. He did not
seek the position in the pri-

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
If you can trace your lineage
back to the Revolutionary War
to some soldier, (American not
British) then you might be interested in joining the Sons of
the American Revolution. A dinner meeting is planned for this
Saturday, Charter Night. Call
John Nance and make your reservations, if you would like
to be
,rntber.
Our favorite daughter-in-law
came over Wednesday night and
cooked up a big supper. This
is one of the fringe benefits of
which we are highly appreciative.
Holding our grand daughter and
vie got an assortment of baby
food all over our collar and
shoulder. Although she twisted
one side of the shirt collar into something unrecognizable,
just didn't give a dad-gum

he

was four months old Tuesday. We could have been mistaken, but we thought we heard
lier say granddaddy, distinctly.

Leonard Vaughn
until the end of December of
this year.
Mrs. Betty Lowry was named
by the council to serve his un
expired term. Mrs. Lowry was
elected to the council and was
to have taken office in January.
Mayor
Ellis
Mr.
read
Vaughn's letter at the council
meeting and told the council
that "The city of Murray owes
much to Leonard Vaughn"
Various members of the council expressed their appreciation
of, his work while on the coun-

WEATHER REPORT
Unlift, Press Inteoreational

Kentucky: Considerable clou
diness, windy and quite cold today and tonight. Hard freeze
over most of state tonight.
Scattered light snow mostly in
central and east portions tcday but mostly east portion tonight. Chance of some local ac
cumulations one to two inches
through tonight, mostly heavier
elevations east portion. Partly
cloudy and continued cold Saturday. Highs today mostly in
30s. Lows tonight upper teens
to lower 20s.

This rain will bring down a
great majority of the leaves.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4,
Many of them are just barely
holding on anyway and the add- up 0.2; Below darn 301.5, down
(d moisture will finish.them 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4,
off.
up 0.1; Below dam 303.S, up
Went home at noon the other 0.9.
Sunrise 6:43; sunset 4:48.
day and planted a Sweet Gum
Moon sets 9:19 p. m.
Third oldest had already dug
Kentinued on Page Ten)

Two Car Collision
Occurs Thursday
In City Limits

Clarks River
Board Meets
At Mayfield

Mother Of Local
Woman Succumbs
In Elyria, Ohio

Mrs. Amber C. Jolly, mother
A two car collision was inof Mrs. Donald (Dorothea) Leitvestigated by the Murray Police
ch of Murray, died Wednesday
Department on Thursday at 10:et 2:30 p. m. at the Elyria,
05 a.m. at the intersection of
Main and 13th Streets.
An unofficial meeting of the Ono, United Methodist Home
Cars involved were a 1968 new elected Clarks River Wa- She was 89 years of age and
_follonve4ari eidead
ickjoAr.o'v
ky Cad tisailasditiamd. members of Miami
LoeiharFoUlPrtirflY-Mufe One Fork and West Fork met on eA illness.
and a 1965 Chevrolet four door Thursday, November 13, at 7:00 Survivo7s are two daughters,
qrs. Leitch of Murray and Mrs.
owned by Perry Johnson and p. m. at Mayfield.
driven by Lottie Cunningham
They notified in writing the Silas W. IA .11ace of Grosse
Johnson of 100 Garden Street, U. S. Engineers Corps at Nash- Point, Mich.. one son. Cameron
Murray.
ville, Tennessee that a new It. Jolly of Elyria, Ohio; two
Mrs. Johnson was reported to board has been elected and ereindchildren• one great grandhave been injured about the there will be a review and re- child.
Funeral servces were held
head, according to the police evaluation of any and all Clarks
River Watershed programs and today at ten a. m. at the chareport.
Police said the Johnson car, policies. And it was unani- pel of the Elyria United Methogoing north on 13th Street, mously decided by all present dist Home with burial in the
pulled out into Main Street and that ones talung office early M Ashley. Ohio, cemetery.
collided with the Lockhart car January 1970 the following procedures should be implement-oing east on Main Street.
Damage to the Lockhart car ed.
was on the front end and to
I. A complete audit of all
the Johnson car on the left watershed records.
front wheel and fender.
II. At the earliest possible
date take any and all action
through legal channels to have
placed upon the ballots a choice to all of the Clarks River
John Wesley Miller of Route
Watershed Taxpayers as to the Five, Glasgow, father of HoWs
continuation or the discontin- Miller, minister of the Univeruing the controversial water- sity Church of Christ, was killshed tax.
ed in an automobile accident
Ill To work for the interest on Wednesday about nine a. m.
of
all
of
the
watershed
taxpayat Paducah.
Mrs. Leona Stubblefield Curd
Another of his sons, Charles
passed away Thursday at 4:30 ers and to make all efforts to
p. m. at the home of her daug- keep the public informed on all Miller of Morganfield, was injured in the accident and is
hter, Mrs. Lassiter Hill of Ha- issues.
IV. Due to the inconvenience. still in a Paducah
zel Route Two.
hospital.
confusion
and
hardships
that
The deceased was 78 years
The deceased was 93 years
of age and was born January was placed on the watershed of age and a retired school
20, 1876. Her parents were the taxpayers during the recent teacher. He was a member of
late Peyton M.adieon Stubble- election, the newly elected wa- ,the Refuge Church of Christ in
field and Sarah Knight Stubble- tershed board of directors pled- Barren County.
field. She was a member of the ge to make all out effort to
Mr Miller is survived by five
New Providence Church of any and all officials to have sons, Merles of Morganfield,
any
future
elections
held
at
the
Christ
Hollis of Murray, Redford of
Mrs. Curd's husband, Hamp taxpayers regular polling places Dallas, Texas, Stanley of Maryand
on
the
schedule that all
Curd, died February 14, 1965.
vile, Tenn., and Stanford of
Survivors are one daughter, elections are normally held.
Elkton; three sisters, Mrs. Ella
"We
the
newly
elected
Clarks
Mrs. Lassiter (Audie) Hill of
Geralds and Mrs. Julia Birth of
River
Watershed
board
of
di/Duel Route Two; one son Joe
Tompkinsville, and Mrs. Della
Harm Curd of Hazel Route Two; rectors feel that all officials Geralds of
Bowling Green; four
with the program
one brother, Clarence Stubble- connected
brothers, Birtie of Bowling
should
be
concerned
with
the
Five;
field of Murray Route
Green, Willie of Tompkinsville,
four grandahadren, Mrs. Patty wishes and desires of the WaOscar of Frankfort, Ind., and
Farthing of St. Louis, Mo., tershed taxpayers
We feel that the Federal Carl of Indianapolis, hid.; fifJames Hill of Calvert City, LarGovernment
should assume all teen gautirIchildren.
Route
of
Two,
Hazel
ry Curd
Funeral services were held
responsibility
of flood control
and Don Curd of Murray; sein the Clarks River area. This today at two p. m. at the Memven great grandchildren.
ory Chapel of the A. F. Crowe
Funeral services will be held is in response to the overwhelmSaturday at two p. m. at the ing mnandate of watershed tax- arid Son Funeral Home. GlasNew Providence Church of payers on the newly elected gow. with burial in the PleasChrist with Bro. Henry Hargis watershed board of directors," ant Hill Cemetery in Monroe
County.
and Bro. John Dale officiating. board members said.
Pallbearers will be Larry
Curd, Don Curd, James KUL
Dry Grogan, Bobby C. Stubblefield, and Glen Farthing.
Interment will be in the New
Providence Cemetery with the
The Foreign Mission study
arrangements by the Blalockcourse will be held at the Flint The Murray Fire Department
Coleman Funeral Home where
Baptist Church on Monday, No- was milled out this morning
friends may
I.
about time o'clock to the John
vember 17, at 6:30 p. m.
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of I). Lorin' Upholstery Shop in
REPUBLICAN MEET
the Sinking Spring Baptist the Aubrey Hatcher building
an South 12th Street
Church.
will teach the book,
The Women's Republican
Club will meet Monday, No- "Sons of Ishmael, How Shall
vember 17, at 7:30 p. m. at They Hear" by Findlay M. Fire Chief nevi' Robertson
said the booster was used to exthe 'Community Center. All Graham.
The public is invited to at- tinnut9h the-flames from. aslk
members-and Interested perfixture.
tend.
sons are invited to attend.

Local Man's
Father Dies

93 Year Old
Woman Dies

Study Course Is
Fire Department Is
Planed On Monday Called Out Today

First Snow
Of Winter
Falls Here

by United Press International
Winter swept into Calloway
Kentucky today,
with snow and cold winds her
aiding the coldest temperatures
since last March in the Blue
Grass State.
There was just enough snow
to cover the ground here white.
London Airport reported four
inches on the ground and Pikeville reported an inch. Observers reported three inches on
the ground at Huntington, W.Va. by 8 a.m. (EST).
Lexington had one-half inch.
but U.t. 60 between Lexington
and Versailles was reported
"icy and hazardous."
Snow flurries occurred before dawn as far west as Louisville, with a light dusting
sticking to automobiles.
The Weather Bureau warned
that one or two inches of snow
could cover eastern Kentucky
in the mounting area, making
roads hazardous.
Snow flurries are expected to
continue today in the eastern
third of the state, gradually
diminishing in intensity.
The strong flow of Arctic air
which moved into Kentucky
Thursday night and early today
will send temperatures plummeting into the teens tonight.
A "hard freeze" is predicted
for tonight, and the Weather
Bureau predicts Kentucky will
remain in winter's gripat least
through Sunday.
Temperatures at mid-morning ranged from the low to upper 20s.

First Vote To Be
Taken November 25
On New Payroll Tax

The Finance Committee of
the Murray City Council, headed by Councilman Roy Starks,
reported to the council last
night, in the regular meeting,
that an ordinance is being firm
ed up on the proposed payroll
and occupational license tax.
Starks reviewed the proposed
Grdinance and told the council
that the figure of .8 of 1 per
cent payroll tax has been agreed
on. He pointed out that the proposed occupational license tax
will mean some increases in taxes to local business. The new
schedule takes into consideration the volume of business
done by a firm.
There are three schedules under which the occupational license tax will be levied. Schedule A (the large volume-low
margin of profit business) will
pay one-half of one-tenth of
one per cent of gross volume.
Schedule B (a lower volume of
business) will pay one-tenth of

Trap And Turkey
Shoot Is Sunday
The Callaway County Conservation Club will hold a trap
and turkey shoot on Sunday,
November 16, at the Ernest
Bailey Farm
All members and the public
are invited to attend.

THREE CITED

cne per cent. Schedule C (lowest volume) will pay threetenths of one per cent. The
volume of business done by a
firm will decide thl schedule
under which he will pay the
tax.
Each schedule will have a
(Continued on Page Ten)

County Man
Passes Away
Prentice Parker of 1608 Catalina Drive, Murray, a retired
farmer of the east side of Calloway County, succumbed Thunetay at 3:50 p. m at the Westview Nursing Home.
Mr. Parker, age 69, was born
November 22, 1899, in Celloway County and his parents
were Craig Parker and Laura
Hutchens Parker.
The survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Estelle Keller Parker of 1608 Catalina Drive, Murray; two daughters, Mrs. James
(Shirley) Billington, 1305 South
16th Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Bill (Ann) Posabac of Paducah;
two sisters, Mrs. Ftubert (Ruby)
Cahoon and Mrs. Amon (Elizabeth) ()wee of Murray Route
Six; two brothers, Rudy Parker of Murray Route Three and
Rebus Parker
Harlan; four
grandchildren.
The funeral has been scheduled for Saturday at ten a. m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Horne with
Elder Paul Poyner and Rev.
Roy Gibson officiating.
Pallbearers will be J. L Culpepper, Palmer Culpepper, Dan
Billington, Rex Billington, Pat
Evans, and Garves Paschall.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrangements by the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Horne where friends
may call.

of

Persons Are Fined
In Calloway Court
Judge McCuiston

Three persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were one for reckless driving
and speeding. one for driving
while intoxicated, and one for
failing to yield to police officSeveral cases were disposed
er directing achool traffic.
of in the Callowsy County Court
of Judge Hall McCuiston during the past two weeks. Records
SHKeelle CLUB
show the following occurred:
Danny A. Brame, Route One,
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will meet at the Kirksey, speeding, fined $10.00
home of Mr. and Mrs. William costs $18.00; State Police.
Cradis Colson, Murray, drivMoffett, Panorama Shores, on
Saturday, November 15 A pot- ing while intoxicated, fined
luck supper will be served at $100.00 costs $1300; driving on
revoked license, fined $10.00
6:30 p. m.
costs $18.00; Sheriff.
Ralph Concentine, Mayfield,
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
cold checking, fined $10.00 costs
Cindy Greenfield of Murray $25.00; Sheriff.
Martin C. Piiikham, Murray
Route Three, age 21, was treat
University, driving while
ecl for an abrasion to the right State
intoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
rheek at the emergency room of
$13.00; Sheriff.
the Murray-Calloway County
M H. Key, Route Four, MurHospital on Thursday about
ray, public drunkenness, fined
9:10 am, according to hospi$1000 costs $18 00; State Police.
tal officials. She was reported
Isaac B, Allbritteli.-Has
to have been injured -17faCeident.
(Continued on Page Ten)

RED CROSS CLASS
Be a part of community ser
vice. Participate in blood drives
Be prepared if disaster strikes
Donate a couple of hours t(
hospital service. How? By join
ing the Red Cross Volunteers
Over 40 local women participate
already, and they need 'help'
Attend the planning session lot
the new class. It will meet Mon
day, November 17, at 2:30 p m
he Chapter-17fftets 'OF
courthouse.
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ty got more under his second thse were made before I would
ING COMPANY,
ConeolidoUon of the Murray Ledger,
administration, than any Gov- accept being his chairman, I
The Times-Herald, October 20. 1928, andThe Callovray 'rialto, and
the West Kentuckian,
ernor Kentucky ever has had, don't mean to imply that I was
January 1, 1942
and the bulk of what we got all of it in Calloway County,
183 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 4271
were commitments made to me, just merely a coach of a team.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
if I would be his campaign chair- Details will be fully and truthman for this county. He wanted fully explained in a book which
We reserve the right to reject any Advertisin
me
more than I wanted to be cha- I am writing.
or Public Voice Items which, in our opini g. Letters to the Editor,
We often speak of olden times
on, are not for the bad
Any man whose wife commits_
interest of our readers.
irma
n. He went so far as to offer
By Vernon Rooks
which is untrue, it is old for the
adultery has grounds for getting
me one of the highest salaried
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a
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e. Is he also entitled to
, but they built
ACE WITSCER CO., 1600
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& We Bldg., New York, N.Y., custody of their children?
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Not always. Most courts will tant superintendent at Barkley
and pond slips, making all cuts turned down. I had my own business
that
I
was
going
to take
look not only at the specific fact Boys' Camp in Marshall County
Every sportsman shoul
and drains to specifications. The
Entered at the Post Office, Murray,
d have
Kentucky, for 121U111111111111011
of adultery but also at the general for the past year,has been
only highway in Calloway County care of, but I had him make first aid training Call you
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Second Class Matter
Red
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family picture. Above all, they will superintendent
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for
the
good
of
Cross today to inquire
ever named after anyone is the
about
consider what is best for the chil- ber 1, it was effective Decemour
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier
count
y.
Not
only
did
he fut. first aid class
one from New Hope Church to
in
announced today
es. It may save
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoiningMurray, per week 35e, per dren.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Providence. People felt that Bro. fill every committment made, your life on your next
counties, per year, $8.50;
Thus, in one custody dispute, the
hunting
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00.
he
much
did
more
will
I
.
alway
s
trip,
Hildreth succeeds Loren RichAU service subscriptions $8.00. evidence
Hart was responsible for getting
showed that the wife had
grate
be
ful
to
him
carry
for
ing
It built and it was named the Euin
-The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Cemm
indeed been guilty of adultery. But ter, 30, who will go to Kentucky
unity is the
Hart Memorial Highway. What
it also showed that she had always Village in Fayette county as assiIntegrity of its Newspaper"
ever went with the signs is unbeen devoted to the children, took stant superintendent in charge
of treatment, according to Child
known, but they were of the same
FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 14. 1969
Welfare Commissioner Garge
quality as being used today, A
Perkins. Richter succeeds Tom
lasting tribute deserved.
Harriman, who resigned.
Calloway County has been reSedative for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Tensi
on
A native of Louisville,Hilteth RIOT BEGETS RIOT --Pvt. Jef- presented in Frankfort since
Each Sapsule Contains:
it
frey
Russe
ll, 20, Pensacola, was form
Is a graduate of BellarmineColled,'and I'd bet that Owen
Fla., is taken from the miliLEDGER & TIMES FILE
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age and
Billington is the ONLY represenCatherine Spalding
88 mg
tary
court
room
at
Ft. Dix, tive to read every
School. He served bur years
Salic
ylamide
word in
130 mg
as N.J., after being
sentenced every bill that came befor
co-group leader In a delinquent
e the
Distributed by
group program in Lotiisvillekso- to three years for arson and house for a vote. I know
for I
First District Advisory Engineer Ralph McCui
riot
in
a
stock
ston reported
ade revolt. spent the big end of
wn as the Jaycee Halfway House,
four years
that the state will construct a road around the
proposed airport
and three years as a probation Whereupon MPs had to in Frankfort to get thing
s for
site near Petuay.
squel
ch
rioti
ng
offic
civili
Murray, Ky. 42071
er
an
for
supthe Metropolitan Su
our county, and I slept with Owen
Phone 753-1231
Billy Kopperucl, son of Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Koppe
rud, and half
tat Services Department of the porters of Russell two were many times; but he was
back on the 'Murray High Tigers, has been name
always
taken
into custody and 30 reading and studying
d to the West
city of Louisville.
tomorrow's
Kentucky Cenference All-Conference team.
Richter started with the Tle- were hustled off the post. bills, when I'd sack out at
excellent care of them, and saw
John Gregory has joined the law firm with
about
Nat Ryan Hughes to it that they did well
partm
ent of Child Welfare as
midnight. The next day I've seen
in school.
at the offices at 502 Maple Street.
Giving her custody of the chil- levreile counselor June 1, 1967. MASTER COMMISSIONER'S scores come to him to learn
Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lenith Rogers dren, the court commented:
We holds a B. A. degree from
NOTICE
what was in the bill, and often
of Murray and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Churc
hill, Jr., of "Although she may have been Phillips University, Enid,
ask how they should vote. EveryOhio.
Oklaa bad wife, she (has also been) a homa, and B. D. and
MAX H. CHURCHILL, AS one should attend a full session
S.T.M. iegood mother."
grees from the Divinity School ADMINISTRATOR
OF THE of the legislature to see how
Furthermore, special needs of of Vanderbilt
ESTATE OF MRS. MARY RE- they operate. It's a madhouse
University.
the children may strengthen the
A native of Newton, Kansa BECCA MIMS, DECE
s,
ASED IN- with lobbyists trying everything
mother's side of the case. desgite
Richter has been senior chap- TESTATE. PLAINTIFF
In the book to influence a senaher adultery. For example:
lain
at
Western State Hospital
tor or representative. When I
One mother won custody be-,
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
say everything, I mean it, You
cause the child was only two years at Hopkinsville, minister of the
VS.
NOTICE
old ("because of the tender age of Liberty Christian church at Hop- HERMAN
must be a good trader in order
MIMS
, JR. AND
the child, the law favors the kinsville, youth director for the MAX
H. CHURCHILL, INC, to get anything for homefolks.
First Christian church at Clar- DEFE
mother").
The,November term of the Calloway Circu
Bills that are vital to us here
NDANTS.
it Court met today
Another mother won custody be- ksville, Tennessee, and
with Judge Ira Smith presiding. Otis LOVIIIS is
youth
All heirs and creditors of could mean nothing to members
the Grand Jury cause the children were female minister for the
from Jefferson County and East
foreman.
First Christian Mary Rebecca Mims are
("the welfare of little„girts ordinar- church at Alva,
hero"Tie Ford for '50 is starting out with
Oklahoma,
by notified that a Petition for Kentucky. In order to get, those
a bang. Advertise 50 ily lies with their mother, and they
new changes",
the sale of realty belonging to votes needed , we have to go
column, "Seen &I Heard Around Murray". should not be taken from her
for
A tint Christmas peogram of all
Mary
Rebecca Mims, deceased, along with bills that _mean or
any
excep
t
the most cogent reathe departments of the
Murray Woman's Club will be held at the club house
has
been
filed in the Calloway effect Us here the least. We
December 15. 4000.
Circuit Court, All heirs or cre- elect them here to represent
Barney Smith, scouting field erect...17e for ihis
And another mother won custody
district, will
address the District Commission members GI the Happ
ditors of Maly Rebecca Mims all the people and every candibecause rtsdo-thild INNS ailing rifle
• By United Press International
y Valley
date elected ftnciN it so different
child will continue to receive propBoy Scouts of America in the Chamber of Comn
will appear
ierce rooms. er care
Today is Friday, Nov. 14, the sioner on before this Commis- when he
and attention").
gets there. He finds
or before the 24th
318th
day of 1969 with 47 to day of November
Nevertheless, even though adulprior commitments, made by the
,
1969
to
prove
tery is not the only factor in de- follow.
their claims.
Governor , have been made to
The moon is between its new
ciding custody, it still weighs
individuals who fought the hardheavily indeed in the scales of just- phase and first quarter.
est to get him elected. I know
ice. Again, the reason lies in seekThe
FRANK RYAN,
morning
stars are
because I've been there. Reing what is best'for the children. Mercury, Venus and
Master Commissioner
Jupiter.
gardl
ess of what you think of
As one judge said, in giving custody
The evening stars are Mars
H-1TC
Have mercy upon me, 0 God, according to thy lovin
of a child to a wronged father: and Saturn,
glundness:
"Courts
according unto the multitude of thy tender merci
On this day in history:
es blot out my to the innocusually award custody
transgressions.- Psalm
ent party not as punishIn 1832 the first streetcar ha
ment
(to
one
paren
t) or reward (to
Gad alone has the power to cleanse us from our
sins,
the other), but upon the assump- the world made its appearance
tion Moat the child will he reared in New York City. It carried 30
in more wholesome moral sur- persons.
I411 Olive Blvd.
In 1851 Herman Melville's
— FREE PICKUP and
roundings."
DELIVERY —
novel "Moby Dick" was pubTruly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3852
lished
In 1918 Professor Thomas
Masaryk was elected first
YOU TAKE NO
president of the Republic of
CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
Czechoslovakia.
In
1940
German planes
7
1 .
10—
.
dropped 225 tons of bombs on
1116A.A416
Coventry, destroying or damagNATIONAL GENERAL
PICTURES
A NARK ROBSON PRODUCTION
ing 69,000 of the English city's
75,000 buildings.
753-5273
--Murray, Ky.
A thought for the day: Emile
LARGE VOLUME — LOW
PROFIT
Zola wrote, "Truth is on the
"Service Built Our Business
"
march and nothing can stop it."
IT WILL PAY YOU TO
SEE US ON A
hie Iscolweni EnWtairroll
NEW OR USED CAR
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Use Correctly
tr&NO SYRUP, THIS -- There's a
big split in Vermont over
decision of Lt. Gov. Thomas
Hayes labovei to attend the
Vietnam; Moratorium Day
activities in Washington and
shun Guy. Deane C. Davis
'
minter - demonstration a
t
home in Montpelier

How many of you
hunters
know how to carry your
gun
correctly? The Red Cross
suggests four ways. . . under
your
arm, shouldered, cradl
ed, or
with both hands. Make
sure the
safety is on, your finger is
outside the trigger guard, and
the
muzzle is in a safe direc
tion
and under control,

45

"STOLEN KISSES"

* TODAY *

thru Tuesday

medium cool

Whew it at for you,
••.
dad... ain't necessarily
.•
where it at
•
for me.

-Time

MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
* TONITE and SATU
RDAY
1st
FEATURE

*

1.
Dean Maqin in

'33 I RTHDAY IN)

NOVE-MBER? ASSIGNMENT 7 gm Animus

Duo- LET
`mug
CENSE
arts/
ir

t

is dynamite!

Pr;
'aelar
rod.
"SILENT MAJORITY"—Here is Page 1 of the
Pottstown, Pa.,
Mercury, all eight columns filled with
names of persons
who support President Nixon's Vietn
am policy. The names
fill nearly five pages, with eight colu
mns per page and an
average of more than 200 per column

MAY BE

TO

TIECHNICOLOR• PANAVISION•
ROAN WARAWR RorsA RAVEN
ARTS

rAbikaled 35 a PROI1g.gersice -12x-aua GRAAwAties--
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"As impassioned and
impressive a film as any
released so far this year!
Signals perhaps a new
boldness in AmerTican
cinema! Extraordinary!'

Dazzling .. Devastating...
Brilliant! Must be seen by
anyone who cares about
the development of modern
movies l'.—Newsweek

,
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Tiger, an ol
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investigation
attorney this
over middle
ino Benvenu
vorite toni4
Kendall at
Garden,
The reward
Another nonBervenuti.
Tiger is
heavyweight
Kendall is No
have been knc
order by chan
Tiger lost th
last year, al
cessfully chs
crown in May
The bout
16th appearan
He has run ug
since his debt
in a 10-round
Calhoun. He
titles
in
I
middleweight
Giar dello and
crown from Jc
also lost two
weight to Er
the light heav
Kendall has
In the Garden
been boxing pr
1962. The 30-y
Portland, Or
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16-3 mark.
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-Powerful! Born out of
the time of troubles
through which this
nation has been passing!"

Free

"Staggering...1 iluminating
Magnificent! It is the
stuff of now! Young
people...should be
required to see
'Medium Cool'L —Holiday

CHRIST
Winner

-Stunning! One
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WINNING IS EVERYTHING'
A OHNE ItSil Olt
MAN Plum

of the
best pictures of 1969!'
-Cosmopolitan

median

cool

"rObert forster/verna bloom/peter boners marianna h
harold blankenship
* COMING SOON!! * *
"Easy Rider"
"Sterile Cuckoo"
"Oliver"
"Hinny Girl"

If a men'

"Where It's At"
„.r.,Dayid Janssen
Rosemary Forsyth
Robert Dnyas
Brenda Vaccaro
Don Rickies
PreSeni

Christ

Join
Murray

and

Caesars Paiac,as CAESARS ?MACE
VIIntten ;NJ nettled by Garson Kam

HopR I nsv

• produced tre Frank Ross
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Kansas City Meets Jets In KNICKS WIN NTH
AFL Headliner On Sunday
By JOHN JEANSONNL
UPI Sports Writer

By STEVE SNIILANICH
UPI Sports Writer
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Murray State Travels To
Evansville On Sunday

statistics to New York. They've
Their home season completed, and four assists. Jimmy HarrPermitted only 10 points in their
The
New
York
Knicks'
the Murray State Racers will ell had two interceptions in the
past two outings and have tarting five was flat Thursday
play at the University of Evans- game, one of which he lateralled
Len Dawson, one of the few limited the opposition to a I • I I, which was a shame for
ville, Saturday, and end their to Don Harriford who returned
players in pro football to meager 88 points in nine e Chicago Bulls.
season at Western Kentucky Nov- it 25 yards for a TD. Harriford
qualify for pensions from two games.
ember 22.
also had an interception. Lineleagues, isn't thinking about
With the Llls leading, 30-22,
Chiefs Are 8-1
The Racers closed out their backer Frank Head had the most
collecting his retirement money
The Chiefs are 8-1 for the after the first period, Knick
home schedule last week by beat- tackles in the game with eight
just yet and hopes to prove it season, while the Jets are 7-2. Coach Red Holzman began
ing Austin Peay 53-41 - the Tackles Dave Ford and Jim WilSunday
against the
world In their only meeting last year shuffling in his reserves, who
first win over Austin Peay by a son had five each and Sam Tanchampion New York Jets.
New York took a 20-19 decision. responded with an 18-3 secondSOUTH BEND, lad. (P1)
- Murray team in six years. The dy, Mike Dungan, Harriford, and
Dawson, an AU-America at
A major concern to the Jets period burst that sent New
Notre Dame's president, the victory gave the Racers a 44-1 Harrell four each. Tandy led in
age 21, a National Football is the condition of kicking York on its way to a 114-99
Rev. Fr. Theodore M. Hes- overall record and a 2-3-1 Ohio assists with 10.
League reject at age 27 and an specialist Jim Turner, who victory and its 16th win in 17
The Racers led the Governors
burgh, said Friday he has Valley Conference record.
established American Football came
down
with
the flu games, equalling the fastest
become "more open minded" Evansville beat St. Joseph's 47-7 midway of the third quarter,
League star at 30, takes the Wednesday. Turner's toe has start in National Basketball
participation
about
by the 49-24 last Saturday to even its but Gov end Red Roberts put on a
biggest step along his come- accounted for 88 points this Association history.
Fighting Irish in a bowl game. overall record at 4-4 and to gain spectacular pass receiving show
back path Sunday when the season (most in the AFL) and
He said a group of lay a share of the Indiana Collegiate the last quarter and a half to cut
Dave Stallworth, Mike RiorKansas City Chiefs collide with he's helped the New Yorkers
Bill
and
Russell
Cazzie
members on the board of Conference championship with a the Racer margin. Roberts set a
dan,
the Jets at New York's Shea pull out several victories.
trustees may approve a bid this 3-1 league mark. Other Evans- new national record with 20
•,Stadium in a game pitting the
The Chiefs have a great Hosket came off the bench to
ville wins this season have been receptions in the game and four
year.
'Eastern Division leaders scoring threat of their own in ignite the rally, and by the time
over
Bradley, DePauw and But- of his catches went for touchChicago
returned
regulars
Hesburgh,
president
the
of
the
against the Western leaders.
kicking specialLst Jan Stenerud,
university for 17 years, ada- ler. Losses have been to Indiana downs.
•
Could Nail Down Berth
who has scored 80 points this was on its way to becoming the
Knicks' llth straight victim.
mantly opposed bowl games for State, Southeast Missouri, ValThe Jets, bidding for their season.
Evansville also had a big offensaid
flat,"
were
"Our
starters
the
Irish in the past, on paraiso, and Ball State.
seventh straight win, could nail
Oakland is a 14-point favorite
The Racers had their most sive game against St. Joseph's
grounds it would over-emphadown a berth in the AFL to spoil the head coaching debut Riordan, who scored 13 points.
INTERNATIONAL SPILL---Argentina's IA. Juan Giralda -steps
size football at the expense of productive offensive game in two with 467 yards.Quarterback Craplayoffs by getting past the of Waller, who takes over for "Chicago tries to make you
years Saturday when they rolled ig Blackford threw for 261 yards
aside uninjured as his mount, El Gansu. falls during the
slowis
a
which
game,
its
play
academics.
Chiefs but the oddsmakers have Sid
Gillman; Cincinnati is
up 485 yards in beating Austin and six touchdowns. He, as Haug,
international jumping event at the National Horse Show in
and our guys
game,
down
now,
he
might
But
said,
he
established Kansas City a 3/
picked
by
seven
over
Boston
1
2Once
New York. Billy Steinkraus lof the 1*.S won the event.
not even participate in a vote Peay. They had 284 yards rush- ranks among the nation's most
point favorite.
and the Houston-Denver contest weren't moving the ball.
we went in and started running,
on whether to go, or stay home. ing and 201 passing. They are successful passers.
hr other games, Oakland, in Is rated a tossup.
it picked everyone up."
"The final decision- if there leading the Ohio Valley Confer- Saturday's game, which will
second place in the West,
ever is a need for one- will be ence in total offense with an end Lvansville's season, will beentertsiln_s San Diego and new
"Some nights they (the
made by the board of trustees," average of 390.6 yards a game. gin at 1:30 p.m. The Racers have
head Coach Charlie Waller;
Fullback Rick Fisher had a beaten Evansville the last two
Knicks
starters)
are
not
going
he
said. A majority of the
Houston is at Denver; Miami at SIGNED BY PACKERS
good share of the rushing yards years and lead the series between
to be on," said Stallworth, who
trustees are laymen.
Buffalo; and Boston at Cincincontributed 16 points. "That's
Hesburgh's statement could against Austin Peay as he gained the two 10 games to 6.
nati.
GREEN BAY, Wis.(UPI)
the
way
this
team
has
been
be
interpreted as an invitation- 165 yards in 22 attempts. He had
The Jets haven't been win- Kicking specialist Rick Duncan,
for the bowls to go after the touchdown runs of 71 and 6 yards
ning big and maybe that's the who has been with the Chicago wor kin g. Everybody picks
Irish. Though ranked No. 11 in and caught two passes for 46
reason the oddsmakers lean Bears and Philadelphia Eagles, somebody up."
By JOHN JEANSONNE
Hall
play
Greer
scored
28
only
points
to
one
series
of
downs
the
nation this week, Coach Ara yards. Tailback Jimmy Brown
toward the Chiefs.
was signed by the Green Bay
UPI Sports Writer
last week.
Parseighian's team has lost one had his best game of the year
Dawson considered to be one Packers Thursday and assigned lead the Philadelphia 76ers to a
with 102 yards in 8 tries, one By
124-110 victory over the Phoenix •
Only Unbeaten Team.
game tied one and won six.
United Press International
of pro football's most accurate to their taxi squad.
of which was for 15 yards and a
There is no 0. J. Simpson in Los Angeles, the only unbeaSuns
and
Seattle
edged
Detroit,
Should
a
bid
be
offered,
passers, says the forced vaca117-113, in the only other the college ranks this season, ten team in the pros, is off to Hesburgh said, "First it is up Tr).
Phil Esposito of the Boston
tion this season gave him a
The Racer coaches, however,
but
the
Football the best start since the 1962 to the faculty board of control
National
games.
Bruins can stop worryingchance to rest his arm but it
•
credited
much
of
the success nobody
League still has its share of Peckers won their first 10 of Athletics, then a decision
in the National Hockey
didn't do much for his timing. OUT FOR SEASON
Phoenix led only once, in the contenders for winning the No. games, and the . Rams should would have to be made by the of the Murray ground game to the League thinks he was just a
"Timing is everything to a
offensive
line,
which,
they
said,
1
draft
choice.
,
have
little trouble with Phi- boazd of trustees. So far the
one-year wonder,
•
quarterback." says the former
ELKHART, Ill. (UPI)-Pun- opening seconds, against PhiNew Orleans (1-7), Pittsburgh ladelphia, though they have won question bas not come up. If turned in its best performance • Esposito said after setting
Purdue All-American.
an
ter Terry Maser, who broke his ladelphia, which went on to (1-7),
Chicago (1-7),
San only once there in five previous there is a change in the (no- of the year. They were partic- NHL record of 126 points last
The Chiefs bring impressive collar bone in an automobil snap •a four-game losing streak
ularly
complimentary
of
guards
Francisco
(1-64)
and
games.
Atlanta
• bowl) policy, the change will be
season that his main objective
accident, was advised Thursday by shooting 54 per cent from .(2-6) remain in the
running for
Dallas faces its closest announced when and if a Ken Pelot and Donnie Williams during the 1969-70 season would
topass up the, rest of th the floor while the Suns hit the honor which last
for their effort iu leading plays.
season challeftger
in
the
Capitol decision -is made."
only 30 per cm,t.
be to prove his - performance
University of-118101S' -bb
Pelot graded 78 per cent on
went to
the AFL (didn't Division, but the Cowboys
The
Suns
c
•ffillenged
late
in
was no fluke.
season.
blocking
assignments
and
Willeverything?)
might be more concerned about
Esposito is doing just that
Masar, injured Wednesday the third quarter when they
iams 70 percent.
The Bears are expected to be playing against Vince Lombardi
moved within one point at 87-86,
with nine goals in 14 games,
kicked 57 of Illinois' punts
Quarterback Matt Haug had
from
the
race than against his Redskins.
but the 7Bers scored seven eliminated
including one Thursday night
season.
another good game, completing
While Lombardi was coaching
straight points and put the because they are six-point
when the Bruins defeated the
ll
of
18
passes
for 201 yards Detroit Red Wings,
game out of reach. Dick Van favorites over the Falcons, but Green Bay, Dallas lost all six
3-1. Rookie
and two touchdowns. For the
games to Saint Vincent's team
Arsdale scored 30 points to all the others are underdogs.
Garnett Bailey broke a 1-1 tie
season,
he
has
completed
128
The
Saints
are
picked
to lose -including, of course, two NFL
pace the Suns.
at 9:10 of the third period and
CHICAGO (DPI)-. Bobby Hull of 248 passes for 1818 yards
NEW SPONSOR
and Esposito followed
Bob Rule, whose free throw to New York (3-5) by two title showdowns.
with his goal
abandoned
his
retire"legal"
16 touchdowns. He is tops in the
points, the Steelers are nine. T h e Cleveland - Pittsburgh
82 seconds later.
ment today, apologized to the OVC in both passing
PITTSFIELD, Mass. (UPI)- with 8:06 left to play put point underdogs to
NEW YORK (UP 1)- Dick
and
total
Cleveland
:nrne
is
significant because it Chicago Black Hawks
Seattle ahead for good, led the
The St. Louis Blues beat the
for his offense and ranks in the top
Tiger, an old soldier in the Pittsfield, which lost its affilia. Soaks with 28 points, while (5-2-1) and the Forty Niners are iz the last time tht Browns and
Pittsburgh Penguins, 4-0, and
holdout,
and
his
request
tion
to
with
the
Boston
Red
Sox
10 in the nation in both categorBiafran army who started an
player Coach Lennie Wilkens expected to lose to Baltimore ge Stealers will meet under the rejoin the team was
took a three-point lead in the
granted.
ies.
investigation by the district because of poor lighting in thq chipped in with 23. Jimmy (6-3) by three.
pr sent NFL str ucture. Nest
f
Western. Division of the NHL as
The
star
left
wing,
who
seta
ffitiftethir
was
Bad
the
Qualk
Suspense Still Remains
attorney this year with an upset ball park, will be sponsorecithis Walker topped Detroit with 16
season, both teams will move to National
Ernie Wakely scored his first
Hockey
League
record
year
Washington
by
the
Sena.
defensive
of
the
star
game
as
Some
suspense
still remains,Ithe other league.
middleweight champion
over
points and Walt Bellamy had
of 58 goals last year, was to he picked off four Austin Peay big league shutout. AU McDonof course, at the other end of,
inn Benvenuti, goes in as the tors pending improved playing 15.
show up for practice with the passes, the first of which he ald scored two goals and Phil
conditions.
the standings, where Green Bay
vorite tonight against Andy
club
Friday
morning, but returned 50 yards for a touch- Goyette and Larry Keenan one
fights to remain in the Central
Kendall at Madison Square
General
Manager
Tommy Ivan down. He also had six tackles each for the Blues.
Division race against Minnesota
Garden.
said
there
was
no
chance he
in this week's feature game.
SIGNS AGREEMENT
The reward for the winner?
The Vikings, two games
Another non-title bout with
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)- would play against Oakland
ahead of the Packers and riding San Jose of the California Saturday and only a slight
13erneenuti.
an eight-game winning streak, League, affiliated with the chance he would appear against
Tiger is the No. 1 light
are favored by eight points, and California Angels for the last Montreal Sunday.
heavyweight
contender
and
that would just about put the eight years, has signed a Hull read a 210 word
Kendall is No. 2, but both men
Pbone 753-127a
division races to rest with five working agreement with the statement, which he said was I
have been knocked out in short
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
written
by
the
Black
Hawks,
order by champion Bob Foster.
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
tion is thinking of regulating weeks left before the playoffs. Kansas City Royals for 1970.
the club attorney and his own
By LES KJOS
Cleveland also holds a modest
Tiger lost the title to Foster
speeds back to 50 or 60 miles
attorney,
in
which
he
said
he
two-game lead over St. Louis In
last year, and Kendall unsuchour.
had abandoned his desire to
MIAMI(UPI)- Don Aronow,
cessfully challenged for the
"We've been maiming our- the Century Division, but the
retire
and wanted to rejoin the
BALL
RECALLED
Browns
fastest
are expected to have
ocean pilot, elves," he said. "This year I
the world's
crown in May.
team.
The bout will mark Tiger's says driving his boat at 80 injured my elbow, last year I little trouble with Pittsburgh
"My request to return to play
16th appearance in the Garden. miles an hour is like driving a was in the hospital and out all while the Cardinals are three- PHILADELPHIA UPI - Terry
He has run up an 11-3-1 record stock car at 190 and "sort of year with a cracked sternum point underdogs to Detroit (5- Ball was recalled from Quebec has been granted, subject to
by the Philadelphia Flyers of my playing condition being
since his debut on June 5, 1959 like a street fight," all at the and my hearing is getting 3).
approved by the club general
Los
the
Angeles
National Hockey
League
(8-0)
is
In a 10-rounder against Rory same time.
a
nine.
worse from the wind and the
point choice over Philadelphia Tuesday to replace injured Ed manager and coach," he said.
The 42-year-old 1969 offshore engines."
Calhoun. He twice has won
"Differences arose between
Garden-the speedboat champion, who holds
in
titles
the
But in more than 10 years of (3-41) and Dallas (7-1) is an Van Impe.
my advisers and the club on
middleweight title from Joey the world's speed record of offshore racing in the boats, eight-point favorite over Washmatters which I now realize are
Giardello and the light heavy 74.32 miles an hour over a 186- which are now up to five tons, ington (4-2-2) in games with
entirely
unrelated
to
my
little apparent significance,
crown from Jose Torres. But he mile course off Italy, said the no one has been killed.
functions as a hockey player,
ADDED
TO
SQUAD
since
the
Rams
also lost two titles- the middle- American Power Boat Associaand
the
This Might Be The Year
and I have now abandoned any
weight to Emile Griffith and
"I thought this year might be Cowboys appear on their way
position I have taken in the
NEW
YORK
UPI
to
titles
Wide rein the Coastal and
the light heavy to Foster.
the year," the 6-3, 210-pounder
ceiver Dave Dunaway and center past on this subject."
Kendall has never appeared
said. "I was just hoping nobody Capitol Divisions.
He also apologized to club
Green Bay goes into its Gene Ceppeletti, acquired from
in the Garden although he has
would get hurt."
President William Wirtz, Ivan
showdown
taxi
squads
the
of
with the Vikings
WashingtOn
been boxing professionally since By United Press International
The offshore season wound up
and Coach Billy Reay for
1962. The 30-year-old resident of
this month with the Miami-to- wondering whether it will have and Philadelphia, were added to "having made certain stateNew
quarterback
York
the
Giants
taxi
Bart
squad
Starr,
Portland, Ore., has a 28-5-6
whose
Occasionally, Darel Carrier is Key West race which Aronow's
meats which were printed out
record compared to Tiger's 60- a slow starter, but when he sleek, 32-foot "Cigarette" was sore right arm allowed him to Tuesday.
of context,"
16-3 mark.
gets rolling there's no stopping unable to finish because of a
faulty water pump in one of
e Kentucky Colonels.
4••••
Carrier, held to four points two 475 horse power engines.
But
Aronow
still
managed
to
for the first three-quarters,
became the hero of the game win both the U.S. and world
Thursday night as he scored titles by taking eight of 13
eight points in overtime to help races on the world tour. The
beat the Denver Rockets, 109- season starts up again in May
Today, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
with the Bahama 500 from
104.
"Lady Takes A Flyer" (c)
The victory kept Kentucky a Miami to the Islands.
Lana Turner, Jeff Chandler
Aronow said he plans to pick
game back of Indiana in the
Tonight, 8:00 PM FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE
American Basketball Associa- his spots next year and pass up
"Never So Few" Frank Sinatra, Peter Lawford, Gina Lollobrigida.
world
championship
the
compeDivision.
Eastern
The
tion's
•"
Steve McQueen, Paul Henreid, Brian Donlevy
first-place Pacers defeated the tition.
Tonight, 10:30 PM PERRY MASON
But he said he has no
Miami Floridians, 115-109, in
intention
of
12:30 AM THE LATE SHOW
giving
Tonight,
the
sport
up.
action.
league
other
only
the
Asked why he and other
"Lusty Men" Susan Hyward, Robert Mitchum
Carrier wound up with 24
points, five less than teammate drivers keep going while "we're
Saturday, 9:00 PM DEATH VALLEY DAYS
Louis Dampier's 29, which running too damn fast," he
Saturday, 11:00 PM PERRY MASON
included a trio of three-point said.
Saturday,
12 Midnight THE LATE SHOW
Like A Street Fight
baskets. Spencer Heywood
if a member of 1970
"The Stratton Story" lames Stewart, June Allyson
"I don't know, except that it's
grabbed 31 rebounds for the
Rockets and scored 21 points. sort of like a street fight. Once
Christmas Club
.
Larry Jones was high for you get hit in a street fight you
don't even feel the punch, the
Denver with 27 points.
6:55 AM Morning Watch
Mel Daniels netted 20 of his pain, or think about the danger
10 PM Monday Through Friday
and
6
13 points in the second half, Involved."
with Chris Clark, Jerry Goad and Bob Lohertini
With all the added problems
Including eight in the last four
minutes after Miami had tied and things to do, Aronow still
...
the game at 100-all. Rookie thinks ocean racing is more
than automobiles
Larry Cannon matched Daniels' thrilling
PM and 10:20 PM CHANNtl FIVE SPORTS
HopfilnsvIlle Federal
B20
output with 23 points for the would be.
Monday
0
through Friday with John Lashlee
—UPI
TAltonole
"You're not only racing
losing Floridians.
Savings 8. Loan Assn.
Sunday, 10 45 PM THE BILL PACE SHOW
against other drivers, you're
kin
itwricaii automobile, trying to outdo the seas," he
304 F Main Street
DAYTONA BEACH, Fia.--"Miss Nancy Epps of Ormond Beach. Fla., is an
vont:lined about said.
entrant in the Queen Flue contest to be held dqrin Speed Week here Nov. 26round" tiPpIa0tie paels,anas
"The sea is going to win, by
. drat-40'1-4,ard to. see how-The'veuld.'Be swythifirlitrf a ufliiml"CrOTte
-st-fwier-ser
A CM APFILIATI
•

Notre Dame Head
More Open _Minded
About Bowl Games

O

Close Race For Number One
Draft Choice, Pro Football

Boston Stops Detroit

Dia-Tiger, Andy Kendall
Meet Tonight

Hull Abandons
Retirement Today

t

Today's Sportrait

WALLIS DRUG

Carrier Leads Cols.

REGISTER NOW!!

. . . FOR DRAMA!

Free $10000

CHRISTMAS CLUB
Winner Receives

$200.00

FOR NEWS AND WEATHER!

Join Now!!

FOR SPORTS!

Murray Branch

Buggy Queen? Yeah Man

WLAC-TV•CHANNEL5.
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Phone 753-1917 or 733-4947

I a
wraor
4
/

Find out what's
_bothering hubby!

Miss Rita Ryan Is
Honored At Tea
At Treas Home

Mr. and Mrs. David Basalt;
Miss Rita Ryan, bride-elect of 616 College Court,
Murray are
Ed Dykstra, was complimented the parents of a baby
boy, Jeffers Club will meet at the home with a lovely tea shower held rey David,
weighing eight
of Mrs. Ivan Outland, 309 South at the home of Mrs. Steve 'frees
pounds seven ounces, born on
13th Street, at 1:30 p.m.
at 1614 Parklane Drive.
Monday, November 10, at 1:29
DEAR ABBY: Ron [not his real name) and I have been
•••
The gracious hostesses for p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
married for five days and we love each other very much. I
Saturday, November 15
the tea shower held on Satur- County Hospital.
am 19 and he is 21.
A country ham breakfast will day, November 8, from two to
The new
On the first night of our honeymoon we went sightseeing,
be held at the Dexter-Hardin four o'clock in the afternoon at Murray father is a student
State University.
and when we got back to the motel Ron locked himself in the
United Methodist Church from were Mrs. Trees and Mrs. Mar
Grandparents are Mr. and
bathroom, took a shower and came out in his pajamas and
six to ten a.m., sponsored by vin Harris.
Mrs. Glean Duncan of Sturgis
the WSCS.
went right to sleep. I know he was tired that first night, but
For the occasion the honoree and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Ha•••
it's been like this ever since we've been married. I am not
chose to wear from her trous- gan of Uniontown.
seau a beige wool dress with
•• •
ugly and I atn a very clean person. Please don't get the idea
A bake sale will be held in
fur trim. Her mother, Mrs.
Diane Lynn is the name chothat all I have on my mind is sex, but I am getting very
DIAMONDS ARE A GIRLS' BEST FRIEND — as
front of Big IC in the Bel Air
the K•mucky F•deration of WOM•fell
Charles B. Ryan, was attired in sen by Mr. and Mrs.
impatient.
Richard Clubs celebrates its 75th anniversary. Watching Gov. Loul• B. Nunn sign a
Shopping Center and in front
proclamation
a deep pink dress. They were Lynn Scott of Shady Oaks
citing
their phlianthrophic work are (left to right) Mrs. Jewel Hamilton,
TraiRon has had two years at Reed College in Oregon so I
of Balk's on the west side of
Bardstown; Mee
both presented corsages of ler Court, Murray, for their
ba- Chloe Gifford, Lexington; Mrs. Oscar Sowards, Pikeville; and Mrs. William
the court square starting at
can't believe he's all that shy What is he waiting for?
K. Bondell.
white carnations by the hos- by girl, weighing seven
Frankfort.
pounds
nine am. The sale is sponsored
UNTOUCHED IN DENVER
tesses.
fifteen
ounces,
born
on
Tuesby Murray Assembly No. 19
The beautifully appointed tea day, November 11, at 12:39
a.m
DEAR UNTOUCHED: I don't know, but I think it's time
Order
of the
Rainbow
for
table was overlaid with a mint at the Murray-Calloway
Count)
Girls.
you'asked him. If things don't Improve at your house, insist
cloth
green
under
white lace. Hospital.
• ••
that Ron have a talk with a clergyman, or a doctor.
Centering the table was an arThe new father is a student
Something is wrong in Denver.
rangement of white carnatims at Murray State
The Captain Wendell 0
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Neill Scott of
chapter of the DAR will meet flanked by white tapers in ail.
vet
holders.
Las Vegas, Nevada, are t h e
DEAR ABBY: I am a young man who is going to be
for luncheon at the Triangle
The Lynn Grove Homemakers
Mrs. Noel Melugin opened
SILVER SPRING, Md. (UPI)
Inn at 12 noon with Mrs. Wes. Miss Kathy Simmons presid- grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. 0 her home for the meeting of
married soon and a problem has come up. I have an aunt and
Club met in the home of Mrs
H. Mott of Fort Worth, Texas, the Bethany Sunday School - Grandma had the right idea on James Miller on Tuesday, Nov.
ley Waldrop and Mrs. Jessie ed at the tea table.
uncle who were my favorite relatives when I was growing up.
•••
the right way to store her
are the great grandparents.
McNutt as hostesses.
ember 11, at one o'clock in the
Class of the First Baptist
They treated me as if I were their own son. They were my
•• •
wedding gown_ In darkness, and afternoon.
•••
Church
Monday,
held
on
Nov
Godparents when I was confirmed. Well, shortly after that
in
a dry place.
A rummage sale will be hel
Mrs. Bill Adams presided at
ember 10, at seven o'clock in
something happened between my parents and this aunt and
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell HernDrycleaning experts say the the meeting in the absence
at the American Legion Hall
the evening.
of
don, 608 South 9th Street, Mur
uncle and they haven't spoken since. I still don't know the
from Aight a.m. to two p.m.
The guest speaker for the traditional method was sensible, the president, Mrs. Alfred Murray,
announce
complete story of what was behind the quarrel.
the
birth
of
a evening was Miss Frances measured by today's scientific dock. The devotion was given
sponsored by the Latter Day
baby girl, Sharon Winette,
I would like to send this aunt and uncle an invitation to
Saints Church.
Brown who recently traveled n standards.
by Mrs. James Miller.
weighing seven pounds six
•••
Many an heirloom has been
my wedding with a little note telling them that I'd like to
seven countries in Europe. She
The secretary, Mrs. James
ounces, born on Tuesday, Nov
A gospel singing will be hel
include them during the happiest time of my life—my
showed slides of Russia and carefully wrapped in tissue Miller, read the minutes and
Edwardsville, Ill. (UPI) — The ember
11,
at
1:25
a.m.
at
the
at the Hazel Baptist Church campus newspaper at Southern
told of the living conditions and paper, often blue, and stored in called the roll with, each memwedding.
Murray-Calloway County Hospistarting at seven p.m.
how Communism controlled the a trunk in the attic. Modern ber saying what they were moat
Illinois
I suppose my parents will be hurt if I do, but I feel if my
University
headlined
a
tal.
• ••
country. She said on the tour storage experts recommend the thankful for. Mrs. John Lassiter
lull page "Abortion Aid".
parents waneto hold a grudge, it is their grudge, not mine. I
They have one son, Danny
Monday, November 17
they only saw one Baptist tissue paper, but there -is no gave the treasurer's report. ,
The student writer told Carol, age seventeen. The
am not sure my aunt and uncle would even come to my
fathThe women of St. John'
Mrs. Lloyd Canter presented
students at the SIU Edwardsville er is employed at Paschall Church and there were 550,000 scientific reisbir for its being
wedding if They were invited, but I think they'll appreciate
Episcopal Church will meet
Baptists in Russia. She also blue.
the main lesson on "Purchase
branch,
"it
seems
to
us
Truck
Lines.
WONDERING
being asked. What do you think?
the church at 7:30 p.m. vi
showed slides of Holland. Mrs.
The tissue should be laid Area Heritage".
unnecessary to state that birth
Grandparents are Mr. and Christine
Mrs. Kenneth Wetmore as boaParker closed with between the folds of the
Plans were made for a bake
control and abortions are a Mrs. Thelmer Rudolph of 713
DEAR WONDERING: I think your attitude shows great
lam.
garment, thus protecting__ each sale to be held on Friday and
metier of personal conscience 4ycamore Street, Murray, and prayer.
understanding and maturity. Children should not be expected
e
•
er
Miss Brown was introduced layer from the weight
of the Saturday, November 21 and 22,
to "inherit" and perpetuate the grudges of their parents.
The Penny Homemakers Club and not the province of the state Mrs. Gaynell Herndon of 223 by Mrs. E. P. Heater who read layer
above.
Thus the folds are in front of Tripp's Store at
Inran Street, Murray.
will meet at the Holiday Inn at or organized religion."
the scripture from Romans 1:1 rounded rather
Lynn Grove.
•••
The
newspaper
than creased.
printed
two
ten a.m. with Mrs. Richard
18 followed by prayer by Mrs. Creasing
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a relative who has a
The club planned a Christmas
over
questionna
a
Mr.
ires
prolonged
for
and
students
Mrs.
period
to
Charles
Lovins Edgar Morris.
Armstrong as hostess.
party on Friday, December 19,
couch which makes into a double bed, but she made it a point
causes
fill
of
damage.
Murray
out,
one for birth control
•• •
Route Seven are the
The president, Mrs. Melugin,
at seven p.m. at the Colonial
to keep this a secret?
The National Institute of
A shower f r Mr. and Mrs. information, the other, for parents of a baby boy, Charles presided. Mrs. Charles Mercee
House Smorgasbord.
This relative would never put up an overnight guest,
abortion.
Edwin,
Drycleaner
s
weighing
says
that
eight
pounds
probably
Wesley R
1 and four chilread the minutes and Mrs. Joe
Those present were Mesdamclaiming she had no sleeping accommodations.
the biggest enemy of an
The questionnaire for birth 3% ounces, born on Tuesday, Parker gave
dren whose4iome and conten
es Bill Adams, John Lassiter,
the treasurer's reNovember
control asked if the student was
heirloom gown is moisture.
11, at 6:48 p.m. at
I accidentally discovered this duo-purpose couch when I
were _defle6yed by fire will
Coleman Reeder, Woodrow Tarportwas over there one evening. Do you think I should say
held at Faxon School from six married or single. and said that the Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Melugin, Mrs. Ray Buck- That's why grandmother headed ry, Lloyd Canter, James Miller,
Hospital.
for
birth
control
the
dry
pills
"are
cheap
attic,
rather
than the Jimmy Butterworth, and Tomsomething to her about it? I hate to have her think she's
to eight p.m. For informatio
ingham, and Mrs. Albert Key,
S1.40. per
month 140 The new father is employed hostesses, served pumpkin pie damp basement. Dampness my Miller.
call 753-3548 or 474-2294.
getting away with something.
ON TO HER
with
the
Mahan
•••
Constructi
on and coffee to the twenty main eauees- mildew, a fungifs that
Edwardsville."
• ••
DEAR ON: When this kits print you may not have to.
The other questionnaire Company.
The Calloway County chapter
hers and two guests, Miss thrives on -Cotton, linen and
Grandparents are Mr. and
Made of polyurethane, a new
rayon. Some of the oldest
asked, "Have you ever had an
the Association of Childh
Brown and Mrs. English.
fabrics in existence are those all-purpose vibrating aid foe")
• ••
Education will meet at the Mur- abortion ....as it legal ... how Mrs. Richard Lovins of Murra)
DEAR ABBY: The letter signed "NO GRANNY," asking
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
which were stored in arid cushion weighs only thr
ray University School at six did you make contact with the
for a snappy comeback for strangers who mistook her child
Edwin Vance of Murray Route
pounds but can support up to
climates, says the institute.
abortionist
.for her grandchild prompts this letter.
Four. Clancy Vance of Murray
• ••
300 pounds, the manufacturer
The
newspaper
Perspira
said.
"Most
tion,
spilled
I, too, had a child late in life, [391 and that was MY
r.
The Foreign Mission stud bigger universities have birth is a great grandfathe
champagne or even greasy stains says. It comes equipped with an
• ••
problem. I have no snappy comebacks, but I do have a
will be held at the Flint Bap- control information available to
from the wedding cake have internal electric motor, batteries
A baby girl, Lori Lynn, The
suggestion:
tist Church at 6:30 p.m. with married and unmarried students,
home of Mrs. Charles caused stained areas to drop out and a switch which controls
weighing seven pounds 11,4 Mercer
When my little boy first started school, he brought a
Rev. Terry Sills as the teach
was the scene of the of heirloom gowns years later, vibrations.
and many have abortion referral ounces, was born
to Mr. and meeting of Group I of
(All Aids Household
playmate home for lunch. The playmate took one look at me
for the book. The public is in- services .. . we believe that ours
the Wo- however. That's why the
Mrs. Andy Rogers of 219 South man's
vited to attend.
Missionary Society of the drycleaners recommend that
Products, Dept. 41, P.O. Box
and said, "Why, you've got white hair just like my
should take steps in that 13th Street, Murray,
a
on Wed- First Baptist Church held on
•••
grandma's!" Then he turned to my son and asked, "Are you
gown be sent to "the most 136, Brevoort Station,
direction."
nesday, November 12, at 10:07
,Morning at nine-thirty reliable drycleaner
Tuesday, November 111
SURE she's your MOTHER and not your GRANDMA?"
The newspaper said that, am. at the Murray-Calloway Tuesday'
you know" as Brooklyn, N. Y.).
o'clock.
* * *
The Calloway County Amy!. many individuals
soon after the wedding as
on the campus County Hospital.
I took the hint. That Saturday I did something I've
Mrs. Calvin Morris presented possible.
iation for Retarded Child
The time is "up" on the
oppose attemptg to legislate
They have one son, Greg, age the program
wanted to do for years. I became a hooey blond. My husband
on "God's Use Of
will meet at Robertson School morality, and added.
The professional will hand ceiling With a new alarm clock.
"We hope 3%. The father is employed at His Chosen
loved it. My son was ecstatic, and my friends asked me why
People". She read clean
at 7:30 p.m. All members and to provide,
the gown, remove any With a flick of a switch, you can
until someone. else the B. F. Goodrich Company, her
I hadn't done it years ago Sure, it's a lot of trouble, but it's
scripture from Genesis
anyone interested are invited can, a
lingering
forum
for
stains, finish it, then project the time on the ceiling at
Calvert
informatio
City.
n
worth it. And I'm not going to look like a grandma until I'm
12:1-4, Exodus 19:1-6, Isaia'i
to attend.
carefully
about
birth
Grandpare
control
package
nts
are
the dress so it night. This little invention makes
and
Mr. and 61:4-6, and I Peter 2:9-10.
•• •
NOT READY
good and ready.
abortion."
can be stored until wai
Mrs. Hafford Rogers and Mr
ant
ipr it possible to know the hour
The
chairman,
The Firetts will meet at 7:30
Mrs. Jack
and
Mrs.
member
T.
G.
of
Shelton,
the
Jr.,
family
all
to without rolling over, stretching
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
PmNapolean variety and di.% iiloped of Murray. Great grandmothers Kennedy, presided. The calen- wear it.
neck, or fumbling for a lamp.
•
•
•
dar of prayer was by Mrs. J. H.
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 40704, Los Angeles, Cal.
to yield the deep red fruit now are Mrs. Flois Hale and Mrs.
Thurman.
The
Faith
Doran
Circle
addressed
stamped.
of
personal
CileCt011e
90009. For a
reply
grown
Verna Edwards of Murray.
Refreshments were served tc
the First United Methodist
envelope.
the eight members present.
Church WSCS will meet at th
home of Mrs. Helen Wells
For Abby's new booklet. "What Tees-Age's Want to
Biter, South 10th Street, at two
we a
MUM
Know." send XI to Abby. Box WM, Loa Angeles, Cal. 90069.
p.m.
Friday. November 14
The North Murray Homemak-

By Abigail Van Buren

Frances Brown Is
SPeaker At Bethany
Class Meet Monday

After the
ceremony

Mercer Home Is
Scene Of Meeting

• ••

A new pewter cleaner gives
wter a high gloss without
tching. The manufacturer

•• •

way silver polish

vh,

The Coldwater Homemak

oesn't.

Your mailman is
going to the bank!
Busy or not, save yourself an extra
errand or special trip to town.., in good
as well as bad weather. Bank here by
mail . . . at any hour of any day, holidays included! Take a minute to

PER DAY
SUNDAY THRU FRIDAY

Ask or write us for free
bank-by-mail forms today!

Closed from 5:30 a.m. Saturday
Until 5:30 a.m. Sunday

Main at lth Street
Murray,
[
•••••••••••••*••••••••••••4F410•11044*

4

Peoples Bank

•••
5
.
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%mold Palmer won the Muster- 1:olf Championship
row

NORTI
MASA

MAST

Club will meet at the home of
Mrs Herman Darnell at two
Twice as many women are p.m.
"Kurtaa" (India-style shirts) being hired annually
•••
by daily
worth 9267,000 were exported
newspapers than five years ago,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orto France and the United
States says the Newspaper Fund.
der of the Rainbow for Girls
in 1968.
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m. An initiation will
be held.
sliee••••••*****•••••••
••••••••••••••••••
•••
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open meeting at the club
house at 7:30 p.m. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Williatn Ry
an, Donald L. Story, Vernon
Nance, Josiah Darnall, Earl
Douglas, and Miss Lillian Tate.
•••
The
Woman's
Missionary
Society of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the church
t 9:30 a.m.
• ••
The Junior and Intermediate
Girls Auxiliary of the First
aptist Church will have a potluck supper at the church at
six pm The mission study
books for both groups will later
taught

SUSIE'S

• Training
' Worship S
' Prayer Mt

Bible Claw
Worshtp &
Teventne
Wet:Inver:la]
Bible C

The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at two p m.

ys it was formulated to remove
he grime in a

Morning

Mrs. lames Miller
Hostess For Meet
Lynn Grove Club

Campus
survey

Anyone who can push a
button now can jack up the
heaviest car when using a
portable, push-button electric
auto jack that plugs into the
car's cigarette lighter.
The manufacturer says the
operator need stand no closer
than four feet.

Ere
Sunday Se

Apollo 12 commAhmes AND FAMILY
lion to the Moon, posed

with his family

Of Murray,Kentucky Member
Of FDIC
Charles Cf.nrad. commander of the Apollo 12
for Cape Kennedy. Here

before leaving Houston

t.i..C.bsistapber.-164
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ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Rey. Martin Mattingly, pastor
Sunday Masses: 8 a.m.,11 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
6:".1 s.m. and 6:00 p.m.

CHURCH

LIBERTY CUMBF.RLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Kohert H. Bate*. pastor
10:00 am.
Randolph Allen. pastor
Sunday School
11:00 a.= Jerry Graham, Sunday School Supt.
Preaching
10:00 am
School
a,
Son
11:00 am.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m
Service
tfiGO0D RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH EveningMeeting Wed.
7:00 0,EtI.
Prayer
Ky.
Concord,
6:30 p.m.
niglISSY 444, New
Sunday Evening Singing
it.,. Aubert Rime, Pastor
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
6:10 p. m.
Evening Worship
CHURCH
Supt.
School
Sunday
Anderson,
Max
Route 3 - Pottertown

COME TO WOR
."1"
7
11111)
AND REJOICE...

UK SCE BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Res. L. D. When, paste.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Horning Worship
10:45 am.
Sunday Night
• Training Union
615
Worship Service
7:00
Prayer Ideating

of Women's
roelarnatIon
own; Mies
. Bendel!.

s Miller
✓ Meet
e Club
e Homemakers
home of Mrs
Tuesday, Novo'clock in the

THIIPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Hey. A. H. Themes, Pastor
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 a..
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sunday. at 9.30 a.
Sunday School at alternate time@
each Sunday.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Bandarra
Watchtower Study .... 10:30 am.
Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.
Bible Study Tuesday ... 7:30 p.m.
Ministry Scpol Friday . 7:30 Pm:
Service Meeting Friday . 8:30 P.M.

RUSSELLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Thomas, Pastor
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays 9'30 am.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
Each Sunday

Third
rin
Si
Sunday
utn
School B4111
...
"
. y
ls
01:00
Morning Servioe .... 11:00
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Methodist Youth
Tellowahlp
6:16
Worship Service
7.00

d a Christmas
December 19,
the Colonial
ere Mesdamohn Lassiter,
oodrow Tar.
ames Miller,
and Tom-

up" on the
alarm clock.
itch, you can
the ceiling at
ntion makes
w the hour
r, stretching
a lamp.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
GUM
LAND P11.16bitXTEttCHUSCH
Roy. Ed Glover, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Young People
6:1.10 p.m.
Evening Worahip
7:00 p.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
CHURCH

e for a bake
n Friday and
er 21 and 22,
p's Store at

Household
1, P.O. Box
t Station,

MURRAY CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 18th and Plainview
James J. Hester, Mialsier
Sunday School
10:00 a.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evangelistic Service
• . 7:00 P.
Mid-Week Prayer Service
Wednesday
7:00 p.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Bro. Jemes West, minister
10700 a.m.
Bible Study
11:e0 a m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

4

EA.P11ST eituscis
1, m. A. Fanner, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Smith y School
6:00 p.m.
Tiainum Union
Worship
11:00 arm and 7:0u p.m.
Wedneeday
7:00 p.m.

Rua GROVE

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
METHODIST t HURCH
Coy Garrett, pewter
Worship Servioe
11 00 a.m.
Church School
10:00 a m

Sholar's- Auto Repair
209 So. 7th

you too boisterous? Are you playing in good
harmony with your fellows'? Harmony is a fine
word. It means a high order of team work.
We modulate our voice, our instrument, so
if becomes lost in the ensemble. We make
music together. Everyone of us is playino the
game of life. How terrifying if we are not
performing under the baton of the True
Leader Then, let us not 'toot' our horn too
loudly. We must not lose sight of the fact
that we are playing with others and for others.
An ardent disciple said to the Master,
"I will follow Thee, wherever Thou goest."
What a resolve' Let us be true disciples
and follow our Master to church to
worship God every week.

he is The Owed
The Curd IN You
• **Imo*.
•lt
I .•
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e•
to ...op....
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SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
James E. Bean, neater
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
Prayer Service
7:00 p.m.

10:00
11:00
6:30
7:30
7:00

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tr:a:nine Union
Evening Worship
Wednesday Night

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School ........11:00 a.m.
Testimony Meeting'
2nd Wednesday, 8:00 p.m,
"The Bible Sis.akg To You"
WNIRS Sundai 8:15 a.m.

..INIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
106 North 15th Street
Hollis Miller, minister
Bible Study
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship s
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week
'7:00 p.m.
Thursday (College Student
Devotional)
6:16 p.m

Sunday Scnool
VI orahip
Training Llit.on r..
EN ening A', ureillp
Wednesday Set .ce • •

MURRAY ctiltlisTlAN
cHIORCH
WOW nen - Trei & Maple
Bible School
Worship Service,

9.30 am
10.45 am
7:00 p.m.

Evening Service.

Ambassador

-

Rebel

-

Sunday School
Worship gervice

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Sunday School .....
Morning Worship .....
Training. Union
Evening Worship
Vied. Services

10:00
41700
7:00
3•00
7:30

am,
aim
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Wed. 7:30 I/ MI.
Bible Study
10:00
Sunday School
1,1:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue - !, Blk. E. of S. 12th - Phone *753-1480

Bel Air Shoi:.0 Center

1415

main

Street

.

Phone 753-2202

Fine Food For Fine Folks
.i
. ...

SALES, SERVICE AGO PARK RENTA,
MILE EAST OF MURRAY
e,
9-4
,-ory

Heating

GIL G HOPSON
hohlE PH 436.51300

8th at

Roberts Realty
Hoyt Roberts

Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Chestnut /

D VT

Murray Livestock Company
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.

Robert Young
Wm. E. Dodson
ImersoW

Phone 753-5334

Herman K. Eltis
J .W. Young

Ray Roberta

Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main - Nile 75341924

A Friend

Clcsed On Sunday
No. 4th Street

/

A Friend

Holmes Ellis.. mgr.

Phone 753-7992

.. '

Phone 753-1921
1

11111

Murray Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

-

P,111111ps NI 1Products

•

All

Realtors

P • e 753 4832

Used Cars — Minor Repairs
Night 753-3548
Day 753-5862

Phone 75375012

-

Hendon's Service Station

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

,

i

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotharn Co.,
Inc.

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
New & Used

JOHN D. GROGAN
753-20E15

753-5041

512 S. 12th St.
i

tiliiii

Johnson's Grocery

:', .

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N 4th St.
753-3251

Bowling At Its IlfS1 — Fine Food

Hornet

753 2700

N

I

Shirley Florist

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

641

Hwy

i

it

p.m.
parr
p.m.

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Carroll Tire Service

Storey's Food Giant

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
Doyle H. Webb, pastor
South 16th and Glendale Road
10:00 aln.
Sunday School
'11:00 a.m.
orahip Service
7:80 p.m.
night
Sunday
7:30 p.m.
Met Week Service

SPRING ('REEK BAPTIST CHURCH
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIals
OURCH

Ilf

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Phone 753-2997
12(11 & Chestnut

WAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
200 East Mulberry Street
9:45
.....
Sunday School
11:00
Worship Service
7:00
Worship
Evening
Wednesday
6:30
Teacher Training
7:30
Prayer Service
8:00
A.C.E. League ..

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-8448
Five Points

Boone's Incorporated

8.45
11:00
6:30
7:30
7:30

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
P.m. WEST FORE BAPTIST CHURCH
p.m
Rev. Heyward Boberts,pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a-m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Prayer Service
7:80 p.m.
Wednesday

UNITED PENTACOSTAL
CHURCH
New Concord on Hwy. 444
Elie G. Campbell. pewter

it

Trenhohn's Drive-In
I

HAZEL BA1 T18( CHURCH
B. It. Wineheser. pastor

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
10:3) a.m.
Morning Worship-

COLDWATER. UNITED
DIE i HODIST CHURCH
Aim Baker. Pastor
First Sunday
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00
Second and Fourth Sunday
Chttrch School
10:00
Third Stinday
Worship Service
10:00
Church School
10:45

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
I

EMMA:CHEM, MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bro. Thomas Fortner, pastor
10100 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
7:80 Pm:
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service

Bre. Terry Sills. l'aetor
o VNt... tArmwspap. F••Noss Sy,14c•t•
Sex 231 -oo woO.. Tom.

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1933

AMERICAN
Marone

UNION GROVE CHURCH
OW CHRIST
Stacy Myers, minister
10:00 am
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Service
Mid-Week Bible Study:
7:00
Wednesday

SINKJNI3 SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH

1111

xtra
ood
e by
holi-

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Bill Bend pastor
10:00
Sunday School
11:00
Morning Worsrop
7.00 P.m
Even Inv Wm-et:lir

10 p in.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Classes
6 p.m
Evening Worship .... 6:10 p.m
Wednesday:
6 p.m.
Bible Class
7 p.m.
Singing ..........-

Do you blow your horn too loudly? Are

Phone 753-1761

riltjtjdt°64U /PA

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
William M. INgter, pester
_9:30 n.m.
uncav ac
111'.30 am.
Wrrhyttip Hour
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
Chi Rho Fellowship
5:00 P:m•
CU? Fellowship
Men's Fellowship . third Wednesday
third
Meet.
Tuesday
Gen.
cWF

Sunday:

•
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.',

Complete Auto and Truck Service

p.m.

FIRST ilAPTIAT CHURCH
H. C. Chiles. pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 ant
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Training Union
100 p.m .
orehip
:yen.
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday 7:80 p.m.

NEW PROVIDES c
CHURCH OF (-linty,.
Johnny Dale, minister

KIRRSEY UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Dean Crutchfield, minister
Study
Sunday
Bible
10:00 a.m.
10:00
a.m
Church School
10:45 am.
Morning Worship
Worship Service:
p,n1
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening
11:00 a.m. & 7:00
Wed.
Bible
Study
7:30 p.m.
... Youth Fellowship:
let Sun. & 3rd Wed. evening
7:00 p.m.
• Bible Study
Evening Services 30 minutes later
APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN
during Summer months.
TEMPLE
399 So. 5th Street
rtrw CONCORD
Derentleh
Robert
Re..
cwcricn OF CHRIST
10 ant
Sunday School
p.m.
10:00 am Suriday Evening Worship
Bible clarowe
g p.m.
....
Worship
Evening
Worship & Preaching. 10:50 s in Wed.
7:00
p.m.
Worship
"
Evening
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Classes

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey. KentuckY
Robert Robinson. minister
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 :00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
-unday Night Service ..

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev.Willie Johnson pastor
' 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Billy Roberts, Supt.'
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
Donnie Chapman, Director
p.m.
7:30
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Service

CHESTNUT STREET
TABERNACLE
(Periteeeetal Cherish Of God
Of Anterina)
Cherry & Chestnut__
a ant —Hey. John W. De Water. Pastor
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School
11:00 A.M.
am. Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
Pm. Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:30 P.M.
p.m. Friday P.T.P.A.

l0:00
11:00
7:00
6:30
7:00

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURI
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 per.
Sunday Night Service
first
each
Worship Service at 11:00
and third Suroley

NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rey. Billy Gallimore Pastor
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 pm
Evening Worship
Wednesday Youth
7:00
p.m.
Fellowship

•

WEST MURRAY czniscH
LYNN GROVE
OF CHRIST
METHODIST Cli1lt(11
Deeds F. Wheatley, pastor
South 18th Street
Firm and Third Sundays:
dude McKee, preacher
Worship Service . •
9:46 a.
Sunday School .... 10:46 a la:Services*
"111
'Sunder Bible Study — 10:00 cm
Second and Fourth Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:00 am Smiday Worshht
10:60 a.m.
Worship Service .... 11:00 a.en. Sunday Worship
(1:00
ceuxii CAMP GROUND
Wsdneaday EM. Study — '1:00 p.m.
METHODIST CHURCH
Per information
or trammortation
71613-3800 or T61-T70111
tiaTinst Sunday:
Sunday School ...
10:00 arm
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Second Sunday:
Fifth and Maple Streets
Sunday School
. 10:00 a.in
Jr., pastor
Worship Service .... 11:00 a.m. Dv. Samuel R. Dodoes,
School
Church
Third Sunday:
Sunday s:roof
10.00 a=Morning Worship
8:45 & 10:50 a.m.
Fourth Sunday:
q.t.; P n Jr. & Sr Fellowship
6:30 p.m.
Worship Ser,
Sunday School .... 10:46 a-to:Evening Worship t
7:00 pin.
MTP' Sunday
7:00 p.m.
(2nd and 4th Sundays)
7th & Poplar
CHURCH OF (5151ST
KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
Boy. David Brasher, pastor
Sunday
Sunday School
10:00 sm.
9:45 a.rn.
Bible School
Horning Worship
11:00 &tn.
Worship Hour .. . 10:40 a.m.
Training
Union
SAM /tin.
1:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
7:80 p.m.
Wednesday
4:10 p.m.
Midweek Bible Study 7:30 p.rn Wednesday Night

Purul.•y Sc• a i
Morning worship
Training Union
VVEIlirlfr V,orsh ip
Wed. Prayer Meeting

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CIIUIS(Ii
Main Street at loth
Norman Culpepper, pester
763-4411
-Devotion
HUM-A
0:40 an
Sunday School
an:
10:50
Morning Worship
Training Union:
6:30 P.m
(Sept.-March)
6:30 p.m
(April-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
6:30 pm.
(Sept.-March)
7:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Prayer Meeting:
7:30 pm.
Each Wednesday

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
SEVENTH DAV ADVENTIST
m ETHODINT t HURCH
CHURCH
(Formerly New Hope and
Sycamore
15th &
Sulphur Springs Churches)
Trans Smith, pastor
Coy Garrett. pastor
1:00 pin. Church School
10:40 am.
Sabbath School
2:00 p.m. Worship Service
9:30 3.-m.
Worship Service
Methodist Youth F'ello'wship
6:00 p.m.
Meeting
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
CHURCH OF irsug CRRh/IIT
1620 W. Main Street
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Rey. Robert Rereheell. Vicar
(Mernese)
Services Each Sunday at
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
10:00 am.
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
8:00 and 10:60 am.
Sacrament Meeting .
753-8249e
Phone

s presided al
he absence of
s. Alfred Muron was given
Der.
Mrs. Jam ea
minutes and
th each mem.
ey were moat
John Lassiter
r's report. ,
ter presented
on "Purchase

thane, a new_
aid fol)
only th
pport up to
manufacturer
ppect with an
or, batteries
ich controls

7:uV p.m

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Leon Penick. pastor
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
1:60 p.m
Evening Worshin
7:110 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Ware,
Paul
Rudy Barnett. 8.8. Supt..
Oarrison, rr•ining Ualon Direeter.

A

..

•.II I'

E. W. Outland. supt.
I

Fins Block & Ready Mix Co.
_.
.. — .
Building Sleeks

lb 110041y

East Math Street

KM CRINIPI"

Phone 7534640
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&
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WELLMAN TO MANAGE

Nunn Says
4125 More
Off Payroll

PAGE

BOMBS RIP MANHATTAN SKYSCRAPERS- Bombs exploding in
three Manhattan skyscrapers after telephoned warnings
heavily damaged the world headquarters of RCA, Chase
Manhattan Bank and General Motors. Damage done on the
18th floor of the General Motors Building is shown.

Farm Groups durn Twigs
Show Profits To Control
"Girdlers"

WASHINGTON
WINDOW

LEXINGTON, Ky. — "Army"
LEXINGTON, Ky. — -ConBy MERRIMAN SMITH
trol of feed costs is the biggest Armstrong, extension specialUPI White House Reporter
opportunity for higher profit," ist at Princeton, reports the
says A. Irvin Overall, Extension twig girdler is responsible for
considerable damage to nut and
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UP1)
Perm Management Specialist at
— Is
shade trees in the area.
the southern tip of California an
Shelbyville, Kentucky.
The pest iis a long horned odd place to be writing
Sixty-four
Louisville
area
about
beetle, 1 2 to 5g8 inch in leng- Washington,
and particularly
farms enrolled in farm busith
and
grayish-b
rown
in
color.
the White House? Not at all.
ness analysis, sponsored by the
Considerable damage to trees
University of Kentucky AgricThis reporter is in San Diego
may result when the insect beultural Extension Service, fed
for the 60th anniversary nationgins "gnawing" a groove around
over 1.1 million dollars of feed
twigs, usually measuring 1/4 to al convention of Sigma Delta
in 1968. This value includes
Chi, an organization and al
in.clmeter_ The injurboth purchased and home grown-ed branch may remain on the meeting that brings together!
feed Feed fed on these farms
tree, or drop to the ground. college and professional journanearly equaled the .3 million
The -twig girlder is ofen found lists.
dollars cash operating expenses
wherever pecans are grown. It
Going to a convention and all
and was nearly hall of the 2.5
is especially abundant in orch- of its shop talk
is one thing, but
million total operating expenses. ards
near tirnherialtd where more important
Most Louisville area farms hickories
for a White
and
r-z.L-..mous a- House reporter is getting
are livestock investments which bound.
away
from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
receive over half of their inImmature stages of the beetle
and the nation's capital.
411. sae- of cattle
ZAlat.'spetothaets: Hada of develop in the pruned limbs
Prolonged or over-exposure to
on the ground. The grubs make
their feed is home grown and
little growth during the fall Washington can result in what
the sale of livestock must pay and
winter months, but in the former President Harry S.
for feed purchased. Only after spring
and
they grow fast and tun- Truman once isolated
all oasts are paid is there profit nel in the
twigs. Usually, one identified as "Potomac fever,"
from the livestock enterprises. year is
r-quired for develop- a cerebral condition which
Louisville area farm records ment .
produces
visions of overthe
for 1968 show that most farms some do not insect. although importance in the victim.
complete maturity
had returns from livestock until the second
Other social scientists have
season.
greater than the value of feed
Besides attacking pecan, the identified the ailment simply as
fed. Misty had returns that wo- beetle infests hickory
oak, per- the "Washington syndrome,"
uid pay other costs as well. simmon, poplar,
hone
ylocust symptoms of which include
But some farms did not have and other trees.
Almost every delusions that all wisdom is
livestock returns to pay the val- year some
area of the state centered in the District of
ue of feed fed.
has a bad infestation of twig Columbia.
Vembers of Farm Analysis pruners. The
complaints usualGroups over the state receive ly come from home
Victims are known to refer to
owners who
detailed analysis of their farm wonder what
has happened to "out there" as anywhere
operations and each livestock their favorite
shade tree. Be- beyond direct sight of the White
enterprise. Records show the sides the direct
damage of House, Pentagon, Stat. Departgreatest opportunity to improve pruning, the wounds
afford en- ment, Capitol Hill or certain
farm income is in the area of trance of a deadly wilt
fungus euLur ban enclaves of wisdom
teed production and efficient of pereimmons. in pecare:
,ne and culture such as Georgewe of feeds produced. Doub- nut yield may be 7' Auccd
and town, Spring Valley, Cleveland
ling livestock returns from the the trees deformed.
Park and, more recently, the
slime value of feed fed have
For control of the pest, pick
been possible for the better up and burn all pruned bran- In-town Watergate Apartments,
Traveling with a President,
managers. Selection of livestock ches in late fall to destroy
the
enterprises that best fit a farm's grubs inside the limb. In com- as some reporters do, Is no real
escape from Washington for
potential feed production and mercial plantings of pecans,
Guthe talents of the manager is thion or parathion sprays may these travellers tend to spend
important.
be used. Do not use these most of their time, be it in
"Careful attention to details sprays on small plantings or Djakarta of Des Moines, with
of livestock production, includ- residential areas, and follow di- precisely the same people they
see every day in Washington.
ing feed coot records, can turn rections on the label.
Moving about the county
bigh oasts into even higher reDr. R. A. Scheibner, Entomotaunts," emphasizes Overall.
logist at the University of Ken- Independently is another matPar more information on how tucky College of Agriculture, ter. One has to travel only a
to improve farm income, con- recommends three spray treat- relatively short distance from
tact the county agricultural Ex ments at two-week intervals, be- Washington, read other newspatendon specialist in your area. ginning when the first injury pers and hear local broadcasts
to the tree is noticed.
to realize how much tunnel

ROUNDUP

LAOS

•

No gabber

PRESENTLY, there are
24,567 permanent, full-time
employes with 1197 working on a seasonal and parttime basis.
The total figure of 25,764
is 220 less than the number
of employes carried on the
state payroll as of the end
of October during the
Breathitt Administration.
Niinn noted

Vietnam

HINA

JEFFERSON
CITY, Mo
(UPI)—Gov. Alexander McNan
was inaugurated the first Gover
nor of Missouri on Sept. 10
1820, and delivered the shocte,i
inauguration speech in the state'.
htrtory.
He congratulated the Leplature on the "happy change'
from territorial status to statehood and recommended only
method for providing for the
naming of presidential electors.
* * *
Advance
AKRON, Ohio (UPI) —
You'll be finding more fruits and
vegetables wrapped in clear
plastic film in coming months.
packaging film
A
manufacturer estimates that 40
per cent of all produce sold is
markets today is pre-wrapped.
Within a year, that figure will
rise to between 60 and 75 per
cent, the company says.

AN HOA

ILA IN
OR JAR S

GULF
OF
VIT414— TONKIN

SOUTH VISTS GET
MAULED NEAR DUC
LAP IN FIRST "GO
IT ALONE" TEST

CONG COMMANDOS
ATTACK U.S. BAN
ME THUOT COPTER
BASE TO HAMPER
SUPPORT OF SOUTH
VIETS ''GOING IT
ALONE" ON BORDER

DONG
1.401

HUE

'
BELIEVE RED
ARTILLERY
STRIKES ON
OUTPOSTS IN
DUC LAP AREA
FIRED FROM
IN CAMIODIA

DA NANG
htAI LINN,
DUC PHO
I
PHU CAT
BAN ME
THUOT)
DUC LAP

•

DMA

AM
RANK

*BIEN HOA

AUf!'; WWI Ur10E4

3 Printer s measure
OWU WWMII (MOM
4 Lucid
WOM WWWWO)'.IOU
1 Simian
5 Malodorous
OWNAN FAUMO
4 Baseball
6 Man eating fis,
MOAN
POSItICOI (ebb,
7 Preposition
8 Advantage
6 f3oches of water
WAVOM
WISP
11 Pertaining to
9,Ciimbing plant
ic.i
WO tatir
old age
10 Algonquian
UMUUR NWO
13 Native American
Indian
15 Preposition
16 Measuring device 12 Prefix not
WOW WOW
18 Small European 14 Compass point
WON
fish
17 Prepare tor print
MOW UMOT4
19 Unit of
20,Definite article
SWIMS/
414MA Orld
24 Kind of cheese
currency
14
25 Ship channel
21 Opera by Verdi
2700115
22 Symbol for tin
42 Lamb's pen
56 Men s
23 Flocking together 28 Flower
nickname
name
26 Swiss river
44 Meadow
57-Negative
29 Band worn
29-Hurried
Steamship
46
Slogan
59
around waist
31-Coniunction
48-Bank of river
(abbr.)
30-Entreaty
33-Maiden loved
49 Perfect
62-A state
32-Want
by Zeus
(abbr)
51-Peruse
36-Moccasin
34 Man's
64•Prefix 54 Escape
nrckname
55 Ripped
not
37-Electric car
35 Likely
38 Devoured
39 Manuscript
(abb.)
40 Compass point
41 Female horse
43 Otherwise
45-Cut of meat
47 Run into
50 Conjunction
52 Told falsehood
53 Rear of snip
56-Heraldry. grafted
58 Washes
60,Behold,
63,
61- S.niliiy
ACROSS

SAIGON.
"'
SAIGON SAYS FOE
OFFENSIVE IS ON,
FOR TWO MONTHS

II

SOUTH
VIETNAM=

Br'

au uns

65-Present
time
66-Spanish
article
67 Confederate
general

TWO SAIGON POLICE
STATIONS ATTACKED
BY 100 CONG CUED
BY BULLHORNS, THREE
KILLED, REST ESCAPE

DOWN

tini
nes
s th
lt

M0011 WI

Nov. 19

ftor
urseSth
e ll
c
fm
date is
the 24th.

vision there is among the i
'
constant residents of D.C.
Association with people two
thousand or more miles away,
the
national
from
capital
produces a certain awe of "out
there." Many Americans may
preoccupied
be
with
what
Washington does to their lives,
but they do talk and think
about other
things. Their
regard for and memory of
stunning achievements or goofs
by national leaders is not as
great or as long remembered
HALE AND HEARTY—Leaving Bethesda (Md.)
Naval Hospital
as those of Washington prefer
after a routine checkup, President
Nixon appears hale and
to believe.
hearty. Behind him is Capt. William
C. Turville,
the hospi-

wolves
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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OF THIS total, 1589 were
permanent, full-time em
ployes and 2536 were sea,
sonal workers, the governor
said. A hiring freeze was
ordered by Nunn Aug. 13,
Nunn said 530 persons
have been hired to fill what
he termed "critical" vacancies during the period. resulting in a net payroll reduction of 3595.

FRIDAY — NOVEMBER 14, 1969

KUNG

PHILADELPHIA (UPI)— Bob
Wellman
has
been
nameg
manager of the PhIladelphil
PhillJes' Eugene, Ore.,
farm
club to replace Frank LucctesL
who was appointed manager of
the PhIllies Sept. 26. Welhnm
played briefly In the major
leagues with the Penedeipeis
Athletics in 1950 and has been
managiog for 14 years.

FRANKFORT IL'Pli: Gov.
Louie B. Nunn announced
Tuesday further reductions
in the number of state employes, citing personnel department figures w hich
show 4125 persons have left
the payroll since Aug. 13.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Corn. To

HAZEL CAFE
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Flight
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* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH

Perjury &

* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 am. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
-J. C. Gallimore
—

Pqnuts®

WSM

M. Schuh
I WA5NIT GONG T.1 BE
FEAuTiFuL,I LJOuLDN'T FoTHEZ HAVING
GRADUATION PICTURES TAKEN „.
IF I KNEW

6
7750
5 Da
Far
y

CHUCK,WOULD You
WE
114414 b.)14AT I LIKE Moor
WANT mg 6RADuATioN
DON'1
T
YOU, CHUCK„LeOUIRE AUJAYsfZi6HT
PICTURE 5ITTING
HAVE A
THERE WITH A QUICK
ON LINR PIANO?
PIANO
uJA5HY AN SOER!

7
7774
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1030 Hari
10:45
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Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
WHETHER IT WILL
RAIN -- WHETHER
IT

WILL

SNOW ---

OR WHETHER
WILL HAIL

dI1

12:00 Mee
12:30 AFL
1:00 Kam
2:00
2:30 San
100
3:30
4:00

HE DOESN'T KNOW

IP THE CLOUDS MOVE EAST, WE
MAY
GET RAIN, BUT SNOW SEEMS moRE
LIKELY UNLESS WE GET HAIL

IT

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10-.30
10:35
10:45
11:00
12.:00

As

f;.)

Abbie 'N Slats
by R. Van Buren

(AND NOW TO ADD
-THE PORK To THE

(MOLD /1', FATBACK
WE GOTTA HAVE A
MAN-TO- MAN
TALK

BEANS/1— FIRV;
X5-12
PORKNOY
DEGREES!'
itarf.

-‘-1
- 44MMY
YOKLYe

Date
Woo
Bill
Bons
The
New
T0111

5:45
6:W Mori
5:3U
IS:bb

7:00 Tods
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00 It Ti
9:30 Coo(
Ttl:UU sale
10:30 Roll
11:0U Jeop
11:30 Nam,

SO/
1-'&m
A It
—

12:00 Noot
T2:30
1:00
L30 Days
ti

Lil' Abner
by Al Capp
THEM
GETA DTELL
ALL LINES
LEADING FROM

OuR "OUTER SPACEMEN "ARE
ABOUT TO CONFRONT THE
CITIZENS OF CRABTREE
CORNERS, SIR .

THE TOWN HAVE
BEEN CUT, AND
TO KEEP US
NFORMED,,'

COULD BE, POP. QUESTION IS
HOW AM /
SUPPOSED T' GET IT
ACROSS T' THEM THAT
WE AIN'T ANXIOUS T'
START A RuCKLIS —
BuT THAT WE WON'T
RUN FROM
ONE"

I

Z:00 Anof
2:30 Brig
3:00 Lett
30 To 7
.00 Beef
-1MY-IMY
5:ee
5:10 New

5:ou
a31:1
water—

—.

THEY'RE TOTIN'
SURE LOOK LIKE
THEY PACK A
WICKED WALLOP.

6:00 Date
-IPAYMT
-71RFUTI

ANTARCTICA RESEARCHERS-:All from Ohio State Universit
y in Columbus, the first American ttornen scientific team to work in
Antarctica arrive at McMurdo Station.
They are
Ifrom left) Mrs Hay Lindsay; Dr. Lois Jones,
leader; Mrs. Eileen McSaveney. and Miss
Terry Tickhill. They will conduct field research
in the rocky, ice-free valleys 70 miles west
of the stttion for three months.
-
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Broadcasts From The Moon Are Scheduled During The Week
By JACK GAVER

that cleared his wife of a mur- exander Knox and Laurence
der charge. Claudine Louget NaLsmith have leading roles.
NEW YORK (UPI).- 11 the and Charles Aidman are guest
Apollo 12 moonflight is proceed- players.
WEDNESDAY
ing as planned, the television
MONDAY
The schedule calls for the
networks will carry live broad- On the CBS "Gunsmoke" networks to cover the touchfrom the moon several drunken Louie Pheeters is down on the moon, tentatively
times during the week.
wrongly accused of murder set for 1:57 a.m. EST. CoverThe lunar landing and two when found at the scene of the age of the first moon walk will
moon walks are scheduled for crime committed by two broth- be approximately from 5:30 to
Nov. 19 and 20, with the depar- ers,
10 a.m., with the walk listed for
Sid Caesar is the guest 6:30-9:33 a.m.
ture from the moon also slated
for the 20th, The splashdovna star on "Rowan and Martin's
The Glen Campbell hour on
date is the following week, on "Laugh-In" for NBC.
CBS features Bob Newhart and
the 24th,
Chapter seven of "The Sur- Neil Diamond.
NBC has three specials for vivors" on ABC deals with PhilNBC's "Music Hall" has
the week- a documentary about ip's discovery that the Carlyle composer Burt Bacharach as
ves Tuesday, and back-to- bank has tacked a South Amer- host and will feature many of
back dramas of the Hallmark ican revolutionary.
his songs. Lena Horn; Tony
and Prudential series covering
The NBC movie is "Madi- Bennett and ballet star Edward
2/
1
2 hours on Friday.
gan," starring Richard Wid- Villella are guests.
ABC offers a middleweight mark, lager Stevens and Henry "Medical Center" on CBSpre.
boxing championship bout Sat- Fonda.
seats an episode in which two
Gwen Verdon and Pat Boone doctors are bitter antagonists
urday.
Highlights for Nov. 16-22:
are guests on Carol Burnett's over treatment of a woman paCBS hour.
SUNDAY
tient, who may or may not have
"Land of the Giants" on ABC
TUESDAY
an ulcer.
The first of the new "GE
has "Chamber of Fear," Two
The move on ABC will be
giant thieves imprison Fitzhugh Monogram Series" dealing with "Cat Pellou," starring Jane
In a wax museum.
nature subjects is on NBC for Fonda and Lee Marvin,
The Disney hour on NBC of- an hour. In "The Wolf Mee,"
THURSDAY
fers,"Varda, the Peregrine Fal- various scientific experts and
The networks will cover the
con," a nature story about this naturalists examine the possible second moon walk from approxrapidly disappearlag predatory extinction of the wolf.
imately Wednesday midnight to
bird.
Comedian George Gobel and 5 a.m. Walk time is listed for
Guests on Ed Sullivan's CBS singer Lou Rawls are guests on 12:43-4:10 a.m. Coverage of the
show are Carol Lawrence, the Red Skelton's CBS hour. Skelton departure from the moon is
Creedence Clearwater Revival and Gobel appear in a sketjth scheduled for approximately 9
Group, Jack Carter and Jerry about trying to write a hit soig to 10, with liftoff listed for about
ABC's "Movie of the Week" 9:30 a.m.
Lee Lewis.
Dick Van Dyke, David Frye Is "The Ballad of Andy Croc
Versatile Ken Berry is guest
and Ken Berry help out on The er." This made-for-video film on the Jim Nabors hour for
Leslie Uggams Show for CBS. stars Lee Majors and Joey CBS.
The ABC movie screens"The Heatherton in a drama of a
Flight of the Phoenix," starring serviceman returning from Vi"Programmed for danger" is
etnam.
James Stewart,
"lronside" fare on NBC. Ofthe
NBC has another of the
On NBC for "The Bold Ones,"
used as bait
a man claims he committed "World Premiere" films. Louis ficer Eve is
flush out an assailant of
perjury after giving testimony ourdan, Mazy Tyler Moore, Al- to
blondes who subscribe to ' a

t

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSM - 4

WLAC - 5

WSIX - 8

Sunday Morning

9:30 Underdog (c
10:00 Flintstcnes
10:30 Herald of Truth
10:45
1CH) Commimitar WcirstaL(.4
-30 Eternal Light (c)
:45

4t
hrniner

Tom & Jerry (c)

Know Your Bible(c)

Sego Bros, (c)

Oral Roberts(c)

Carl Tipton (c)___

House Of Worship (c)

Meanies Jubilee cc)

America
Cathedraloromo
Srrow

Look Up & Live (c)
faith For Today (c)
Sacred Heart (c)
13111 Pace

Bullvilak
Discoveft
College Football '69(c)

NFL Football (Doubleheader)
Sunday Afternoon

12;00 Moat The Press
121312AELEgitjaillisioublagigagr)
1:00 Kallailk City at New York
2:00
2:30 San Diego at Oakland
100
3:30
4:00

"Dallas at Washincton"

Doug Dickey(c)

Roller Derby(c
Issues & Answers Cc
Baltimore at San Francisco
At Issue
World of Tomorrow .c
High School Quiz (c
Movie: "The Lost World"(c

Dateline Today (c)
Wonderful World of Disney (c)
Bill Cosby (c).
Bonanza (c
The Bold Ones a
News Weather,Aorts
Tonight Show (c)

Lassie (c)
To Rome With Love (c)
Ed %Miran (c)
Lenfle liggams (c)
Mission Impossible (c)
News, Weather, Sports

Land of the Giants (c)
The FBI (c)
Movie: "The Flight of The
Phoenix(a

Mery Griffin (c)
New; Weather, Sports
Movie
Notre blune Football
Monday Morning

5:45
6:00 Morning Show Tc)
h:30
0:557:00-Today Show (CI
7:30
8:00
8:30
3u_
ti
Tal_
s Two (c
•
oncen
-IthOU Sale of the centur
J
T1:30 Name aoppers Cc)

Country Journal (c)
News Cc)
Jake Hess (c1
Morning -Wia (c)

Mcliaies Navy
bow's Big Top Cc)

News (c)
aptaln Kangaroo (c)
Mace Douglas (c)

An of Ma err c
sre
ere Heart
Search For Tomorrow (c)

Lucy Show
He Sala - She Said c
Barbara Moore c

PP

*

6:00 Dateline Today (c)
-8••30 My wotld-L -welcome To It
7-013 Laugh-In -(E)
730
-13J143-11a0vik -Radii/an' te)
-1F137eif
Tula-Ft 'Wntfillr
1030 Tonigh Show (c)
1.2nu Ilse untouchables ("c)
11:15

News (c)
As The World Turns (c?-Love-Splendored Thing c)
The Guiding Light (c)
-rhe secret storm (c)

• ,r.

Windom well suited
to role of Thurber
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood
Correspondent

furniture to blend with such
seafaring relics of Windom's as
harpoons, rudders, tillers, oars
and other ocean-going paraphernalia.
Windom's preoccupation with
the ocean doubtless stems from
his childhood'when he cross the
Atlantic six times before age 9.

x-l0 p.m., Ch. 4 The world never stops! See it move with
the PROFESSIONALS - AL VOECKS, DAVE DAUGHTRY„BOB OLSEN, and PAUL EELLS,

1re
W
1

alt
1

.00 News Whir.: Sots News; Who Sports
:10 Tolichdown; Tonight Perry Mason
AV The Tonight Show Perry Mason
.13 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
:00 The Untouchables Perry Mason
:3fl The Untouchables Movie:
-The Lush/ Men"
:00
Movie
:30

Mery
SIgn-UrY

Wrtir
%warts
Treln
Train
Train
loey illtisholt Show
Jo-s• WIMP Snow
JirsY Bishop Snow
News
Wagon
Wagon
Wagon

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

6 ::°11Farm Digest
.00 Heckle and Jackie
7 .30 Show
00 Hare's trie Grumo
The Pink Panther
8 :30
00
g
SotHs
9 3) HBananaPutristut
00 Adventure Hour
10 .30 Jamb°
This week In Pro
11 .00
30
Football

Science In Action
Sunrise Semester
Casper Cartoons
The Jetsam
gusm bunny
tanooda Cats
S
Cahm
aticn
Road Runner
:7,
a Cats
:t
o:T
:
C
moa
t w
Dastarchy I. MutllaY

Other members include
guitarist Lanny Fiel of Lubbock,
organist-pianist Charles E.
Addington, of Lubbock, song
writer-bass player Glen A.
Ballard, who was born in
California but graduated from
high school in Lubbock which
he now calls home, and
drummer Conley Bradford of
Lubbock
Most of the recording
material is composed by the
group.
But some songs have been
submitted by other writers or
written in collaboration with
well-known song writers.
Best-known single by the
group 'was "Chicky'Chicky
Boom Boom," a hit of the week
choice of Cashbox Magazine and
for weeks was tops on the.
country and Western charts in
many areaS of the nation.

TIME and
TEMMATURE

IAL

753-6363

Pt Ill' I I. S

.ro

NOTES
NEN
YORK (UPI)
CBS-TV. has renewed for the
1969-70 season the New York
Philharmonic Young People's
Concerts program. This will be
its 13th year on the network.
flues for the specials have not
been set.
Leonard Bernstein,
who has served as narrator and
conductor throughout, will be
in t•harge of only two of the
four telecasts this season.
***
Bing Crosby will star in a
musical-variety special for NBC
on Dec. 18, with comedienne
Carol Burnett as guest star.

Gold Medallion Home
A 3 Bedroom Brick and Stone with Many New Features of the Building Industry.
Full Basement - Formal-Dining Room - 21/
2 Baths - Marble Sinks - Vanity
Tops - Fireplace - Recreation Room - Double Garage - Sundeck - Outdoor Bar Q - Electric Grill - Family - Room - In School District
Built By. . .

* 5*

ABC puts its "The American
Sportsman" aeries on for its
sixth season Jan. 25. It will
be seen Sunday afternoons
through April 12.

Dream House (c
Lets Make A Deal (c
Newlywed Game (c
Dating Game (c
General Hospital (c
One Life To Live(c
Dark Shadows(c

Rid Sating, veteran television dramatist, will have a new
script on a "Hallmark Hall of
Fame" telecast for NBC on
Feb. 6. The 90-minute play is
"A Storm in Summer," dealing
with the friendship and understanding that develops between
a small town shopkeeper and
an underprivileged youth from
New York City.

BUILDER

PLUMBING

MASONRY

LUMBER SUPPLIES

JACKIE
BURKEEN

JAMES SYKES

DON CURD

Johnston Blv
'(5,1 4494
Murray, Ky

Route 2
753 3214
Murray, Ky.

512 S. 8th St.
753-8281
Murray. Ky.

MURRAY
LUMBER CO.

the Survivors(c)

ABC will have a one-hour
musical special lc. 2 starrin,
ev A471/
....._L7
1
2
Lugglisolawn perch:306,- '
r
ea er,
ens
singing star. loin Jones, Dionne.
Movie "Night Withold Sleep" Warwick, Barbara Eden and bac
Feliciano will appear with him.
Joey Bishop(c)
Jack Gayer

753-3161
104 Maple
Murray. Ky.

CARPET, PAINT,
WALLPAPER

ELECTRIC CONTRACTOR

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

SHERWINWILLIAMS

WAYNE
HUGHES
101 E Main

Southside Shopping
Center

* *5

-c)
ffere s Lucy(
mayoarry (6)
Dor8 Day (c)

lfrn my Durant. Prose
Th3 L01(130 Sisters

eMvie

HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) Pentelege Pistol
William Windom, who plays
The Hardy Boys
Scooby Doo Where
James Thurber in "My World
The Archie Comedy
vlohyvaegre
Ads.
ntas
oft icGu
Hour
and Welcome to It," is as ecThe Moonset
centric and in many ways as
American Bandstand
Warky Parris
the late humorist.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
Windom rolls his own ciga- His father was a successful archiPigskin Preview
Superman
.00 Movie'
rettes, shaves with # straight tect with business on both sidea
NCAA Football
Attack' _loony Guest
"Connibal
1 :30
razor and collects ancient $2 of tie, ean.
Teams
TBA
•
Show
Pones
,
*
.00 Movie:
NCAA Football
1 :30 "Tanen and its Skiogy
bills.
Play chess
NCAA Football
LeoPard Woman" Colleoe Hi-tiles
The latter became his
NCAA Football
Shorting Life
30 Gidget
2 :X
In addition to sailing, the
NCAA Football
grandfather, William Win
Outdo:oh
:OD Wild Kingdom.
Yilindonis play a 1441 of chess in
Fall City Fishing ShowNCAA Football
3 :30 College Sew
appeared on the bills in the
Wide *fold of Sports
.
Torn On
their free time and pedal around
:00 Hugh X Lewis
Wide World of Sports
late 19th century when he WSB
Turn On
4 .30 Kitty Wells
the
neighborhoodtandem
on
a
Wide World Or SoOrts
Show
All Amer. Col.
Wiiburri Brothers
Secretary- of the Treasury under
the Jr. Nemeth Show All Slier Wroatiin'a
-30 Porter WaounOr
5 :00
bicycle.
Presidents Garfield anditierilion.
SXTURDAY -EVENING PROGRAMS
_ Jacepiline. is a professional
Olt CORREC1
Windomee
h -about
News, Whir ; Sports All Star . Wrestling
interior
.00 Lester Flail Snow
decorator
and
has
made
bills. A few (in good condition)
.30 Andy William, Show Jackie Gleason Show The Dating Game
6
can command as much as $300. their Rome a cozy retreat where
Andy Wittiems Shew Jackie Gleason Show Thy Newlywed Game
Lawrence Welk Show
My Three Sons
:30 MOW.,:
7 .00
Windom was remarried last the newlyweds seldom entertair
Lawrence Welk Show
Green Acres
" Fortune
.00
and
infrequently
dine
out
NCAA foothatf
Petticoat Junction
Augest after divorcing his pre8 .30 Cookie"
DAY OR NIlf
Jacqulyne
is
adept
in
•
the
Noire Dense vs.
Death Valley Days,
vious wife. He is a stepfather
Movie
cc
9
Weekend
Repert
Ga.
Tech
30
Movie
of two daughters, Margie, 13, kitchen, especially with healtf
Miss Teenage America NCAA Football
00 News. Mcvle
Miss Teenage America NCAA Football
10 .30
"North West
and Debbie, 11, and father of foods and, of course, seafood
Windom
generally
works
Miss Teenage America NCAA Football
a
Mourned Police"
Rachel, 5.
NCAA Football
Perry Mason
1 1 .00
Moyle
X
Because he is on friendly 12-hour day on his NBC-TV
Movie:
Perry Mescn
Moyle
sereis,
"The Notorious
arriving
at
Mtyie
Paramount
stuMoyle
12
terms with his former wife,
Landlady"
''The Slr•ItOn
AO •
OD
of
Windom sees the three little girls dios at 7:30 an. By the time
News
Wry'
I
X
he gets home his bride has dinoften. They live about a mile
advertisement
Who i is h.
x-Paid
ner_ waiting..
from him at Malibu right on
ocean.
and
Windom
his bride.
imp
O040m...ay.,4100. law Am.
0WWI*is1WW.0WM*0.11=1*0 WNW()411MS*0.11=i0 4111110. illW*
J acquly ne, bought a home on IMOOOO
the hills overlooking the sea.
but close enough for Bill to
get to his 16-foot Malibu outrigger, the ancestor of the catamaran.
He spends weekends
sailing and puffing his pipe.
Jacqulyne has decorated their
two-bedroom home with modern

ye
's Island (e)
* * *
. "Fathers Little Dividend" BeverlyH11
_ 1-1tEes
r c
The air date for the musical
Love Luc)
y
News(c special starring singer Robert
Dick Van Dyke Goulet has been set for April 7
News, -Weather, Sports
by ABC. It will be on from 9
to 10 p.m., immediate/y preMonday Evening
ceding the telecast of the 1969
Motion Picture Academy Awards
Movie: The Wass Bottle(c) (Oscars)ceremonies.
Gunsmoke (c)

Gomer

Movi

* * *

Bewitched (c)
That Girl (c)

Monday Afternoon
12:00 Noon Show (c)
lz:3CI
LOCI -Days CFI- Our Lives (e)_
130 Doctors (c)
2:-013 Another World (c
am e c
3:00 Letters to Laugh- (c)
30 To Tell the 'llatth (c)
•M Heat The Clock (c)
4016th Ave. South (c)
5:00
510 News, Weather, Sports

900
Musi
:33 °
Dial N
R
Reeves
e
ae
sh
y
Show
e
cShow

Tv profile

They are called "Willie and
the Red Rubber Band." They
were formed in April, 1967, and
have individual and combined
interests in music ranging from
country and Western through
rhythm and blues to the classics.
The lead vocalist, Willie P.
Redden, of Phillips, Tex., has
worked in art and music for the
past six years, and had recorded
on his own before pining the
group.

TV

Sunday Evening
6:90
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:30
10:35
10:45
11:00
12:00

IEILEVISION SCHEDULE

LUBBOCK, Tex. (UP!) Five young men, versatile
musicians from the West Texas
area near Lubbock, are aimed on
a straight and unswerving line to
the tops in the modern music
market.

f-*/

Sunrise Semester (c)
6:50 Fil103 Digest
7:00 Re;ort From WasiOndon
7:15 DRY Of Discovery (c)
7:30
7:45 Gospel Country Cc)
8:00
8:15 Movie
8:30

meet - your - mate computer the (welling, a "Prudential's on
Rome.
service.
Stage" offering, is "Mirror in
ABC gives national coverage Miami Beach and get mixed up
Guests on "This is Ton Mirror, off the Wall" by David
the Los Angeles football In the national convention of
Jones" for ABC are Johnny Shaw. David C. Scott, Maureen of
between USC and UCLA. their Raccoons lodge.
game
Cash, Minnie Pearl, Jeannie C. Stapleton, John McGiver and
Guests of Andy Williams on
musical "Honeyanother
In
Riley and June Carter.
David Burns head the cast for mooners" on Jackie Gleason's his NBC show are Tony Joe
The CBS screens "The Roman this cuinedy about a serious
CBS hour, Ralph Kramden and White, Martin Milner and Mary
Spring of Mrs. Stone," starring mew who turns out a racy
go to Boykin.
Ed Norton and wives
Vivien Leigh.
wort under a pen name.
FRIDAY
The Friday night CBS movie
NBC preempts "The Name of is "Fanny," starring Leslie Cathe Game" for the first "Hall- ron and Maurice Chevalier.
WSio-- V
mark Hall of Fame" show of
Kate Smith, Louis Nye and
WLAC-T%
11 SI 1..-TV
chaeeel 4
Channel S
90 - minute tele- Rosey Crier are guests of ABC's
the sft...son
Channel 8
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
vision play thpted from Cath- Jimmy Durante and the Lennon
ic
.00 News: Will,; Sots News: Wit,,; Short. Newt; WMr ;
erine Gaskin's novel, "The File Sisters.
:30 High Chaparral
Get Smart
Let's Wade • Sot,.W Dm*
on Devlin." Dame Judith Ander• al) High Chaparral The Good Guys
The Brady Bunch
•
:33
Name
of
the
Garneliogan't
SATURDAY
Heroes
' M. Deeds Gaga TIO
son, Elizabeth Ashley, David
• .33 ham, of the Game Moyle.
McCallum, Helmut Dantine,
Hera Carnes Bridal
10,
:30 Name of the Game ' Never Su Few
Here Comes Brides
Donald Moffat and Laurence "ABC's W 1 d e World of
1-9 p.m., Ch. 4 The best in music from the stage of the
via
live,
cover
will
Sports"
Naismith have leading roles in
GRAND OLE OPRY! This week's guests. HANK SNOW,
this suspense drama about the satellite, the 15 - round world
JEANNIE SEELEY, STR1NGBEAN, TEX RITTER.
disappearance in Asia of a middleweight boxing championx-7.30- p.m., LI. I-DEL and JAMEY RYAN and CHASE
famous writer.
s* fight between champ Nino
WEBSTER welcome special guest JOHN WESLEY RYLES
NBC's second new drama of Benvenuti and Luis Rodriguez
TO THE Country Carnival!

Musicians
aiming
for fame

401 Olive

T INSLEY HEATING and
- AItiZi3NDI;TIONING

SALE

753-4857
it

Tucker Realty-.

FaR

o

WM.o4SNIon iMMI•()WEIS

753-S312

o WOW

WNW 0

Telephone
leph one
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753-4342
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Land Owner
Deserves
Fair Price
When a Federal governmen
agency condemns land for public
use, the owner should be paid
the fair market price, even if
this must be established by a
court at government expense.
This is the opinion of 71 percent of the independent businessmen polled on legislation introduced by Senators Mark Hatfield of Oregon and Joseph Ty.
dings of Maryland. The poll was
conducted by the National Federation of Independent Business.
Property owners forced to sell
under eminent domain proceedings often grumble that the government offer is lower than the
property would command on the
open market. Agencies are usually required to pay "Lair market"
price, but have latitude in how
Eight Former Sheriffs, all living In 1940 when In
man 1962-1965, and Cohen Stubblefield served his second they determine this.
And the owner who feels he
Fox was Sheriff, when this picture was made. Left to right
term 1966 to 1969. When Mr. Stubblefield became ill his
was shortchanged has little rethey are, front row, Charlie Jordan 1910-1913. W. A. Patterwife was appointed to fill his unexpired term to the next
election. She was elected to fill the term from November to course except legal action. Any
son 1914.1917, Dee Houston 1918-1921, Frank Pool 1922ain might be cancelled by his
January in the recent November general election. The above
1925. Back row, J. Robertson 1926-1929, Clint Drinkard
egal expenses.
picture is owned by Mrs. Woodall Patterson. Wendell Pat1930-1935; Carl Kingins 1934.1937, Ira Fox 1938-1941. Carl
The Hatfield-Tydings legislaterson entered the Sheriff's office exactly 28 years after
Kiniins served his second term from 1942.1944, Wendell
on before the Senate Judiciary
Patterson 1946-1949, Wayne Flora 1950-1953, Brigham Futhis father W. A. Patterson completed his term.
ommittee would make sure
rell 1954-1957, Cohen Stubblefield 1958-1961, Woodrow Rick.
court challenges feasible. It pro-vides that if a court rules the
FISHERMAN RESCUED
MOO FOR SCHOLARSHIP FUND — Col. Harland Sanders. founder
bouvee the
is more
or than
lO percent Fried
eetoffert
Chicken restaurant chain, presents a check for $500 to Murray
President Harry M. Sparks, left, as his contribution to the Robert I.
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
easonable expenses of the court
(UPI).- Morehm Richard Hale,
ction will be paid by the govern- mortal Scholarship Fund. Everett, a 1936 graduate of the Unlvered States Congress for more than 10 years from the Eighth
50, a New Zealand fisherman,
eat.
was rescued 50 miles off the
A majority of independent be- Tennessee before his death last January at the age of 53 He
than $17,000 has been since contributed to the scholarship
Q — I'm a housewife and New Zealand coast Wednesday
•
inessmen apparently feel this
have just taken a part-time job after drifting for 24 days and
uld insure justice. The Fedin a department store for the living off fish and one cup of
ation's poll found only 24 perholidays. Should I claim my ex water every four days.
NEW YORK (UPI).- The
ant opposing the measure and
emption for withholding purmarket probably will move in
percent with no opinion.
Hale
told
doctor
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the
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By Lavada Blanton
poses?
fairly
narrow range while Businessmen in Kentucky re.
A — If your husband .it the U.S. liner Mariposa that he waiting
for further develop- cted with * percent in favor,
Kentucky's Commission on claiming an exemption tie you distilled sea water and obtained ments on the
economic ane 0 percent dissenting with 4 perdrinking water. The
Children and Youth is seeking where he works then you should fresh
Vietnam -events, Shear so
eat undecided.
doctor
pronounce
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withholdi
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NEW YORK(L P1)-The Hotel
all children in Kentucky between
Miss Star, Ferrel Mill
work in the market „gradually
However, the problem of fair today that Aardon Industries, ler — second
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place —
Inc.,
with
has
no
leased a 14,000 square- Creek Sport,
special seise of payment for condemned proper
Ivory Coast Republic, has added
of age. But with a cutback of ex- pendency deduction for her?
Eddy
urgency," the firm says.
has been around for years, be- foot plant at Columbia, Kentucky, handler —
A — Most scholarships are a new 300
third place —
pected federal funds, the depart-room tower, making
coming more acute since the go- bringing to 150 the number of Doug Haggerson handler.
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p happens to be tax- continent
located in Ken- Derby — first place
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even these 166, 170 children. ruling from IRS.
For information, see Publica- and restrained credit, stocks
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neighbors. "We know what the of your income tax liability for your IRS district office.
and Ask
problem is and how to eliminate he year. The amount of the for Publication 501, Your
ExIt, but we lack the funds, "Dr. penalty depends on the extent mption and Exemptions
1969 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. All power and air, vinyl
for
Hernandez said.
to which you have failed to Dependents. It's free.
roof, executive car, 6,000 miles. "The price is right".
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Firm Leases
New Plant

WASHINGTON (UP!) —Sen.
Gale
W.
McGee, D-Wyo,,
chairman of the Senate Post
Office Committee, says the
public is in for a shock if it
thinks converting the Post
Office
Department into
a
government corporation will
automatically mean improved
mail service.
McGee said at a committee
hearing Wednesday no matter
who runs the postal system,
mail delivery will still depend
"on a man with two hands and
two feet."

ONE CENT

HAMBURGE!e
SPECIAL

BUY ONE AT REGULAR
PRICE AND GET THE
SECOND HAMBURGER
FOR ONLY A PENNY!

NO LIMIT
Saturday, • .. buy 'em by
the sackful!
Sunday
FRENCH FRIES
Delitt:.••edit*
6 FOR
$100

DRIVE-IN

CHE SIN4.4.1 ST.

p liONE 753-9059_

LOTS OF "FLACK"

—CASUALTIES CONTINUE
A wounded South Vietnamese
soldier is ea Fried .1,, a waiting helicopter near a Special
- ornes Vamp -,;!t it.'rr-relong. South
Abouitle
from the c:o mond!,,a_tuarder.
Cablephoto

WASHLNGTON (UPI) — Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew says
he has received more "flack'
the past two weeks than World
War
11's "last ace over
Schwinfort."
In presenting an award made
by an organization of flying
aces to Sen. Richard B. Russell,
D-Ga., W'ednesday, Agnew referred to the U.S. air raid on a
Schwinfort ball bearing plant.
Agnew has been the center of
cone ere.ee -efor
his blunt
criticism of war protesters.

1969 PONTIAC Tempest Custom 4-Door Sedan. All
power
and air. "Brand new".
1961 FIREBIRD Convertible with power.
1966 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham. All power and
air, vinyl roof, premium tires. "She's stinkin' new".
1966 GTO Convertible. Power steering and power brakes,
4-in-the-floor. "She's a goin' Jessie".
1966 OLDSMOBILE Delta Custom 4-Door Sedan. Power
and air. "Two to choose from".
1965 BUICK Wildcat 2-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
"Sharp as a brier".

Authorized Dealer for
Cadillac - Oldsmobile - Pontiac

SANDERS-PURDOM
1406 Main Street

Phone 753-5315
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AUTOS FOR SALO

NOTICE

NICE BRICK veneer
with 5 acres of good
has there bedrooms, livroom, den, kitchen, 1%
fireplace, carport and
lawn. Located five miles
Murray.

1968 BUICK Riviera. Burgandy
with beige vinyl top with factory air and power. Real low
mileage. 1968 Pontiac Catalina
four door hardtop with factory
air, power steering and brakes.
Black vinyl roof. Cain and TayTHIS beautiful 3-bedroom lor Gulf Station. Corner of 8th
and Drive. It has just and Main.
N-14-C
everything including a
erable loan. Board fence 1966 OLDS Toronado with fack and central heat and tory air and power. Low mileage, local car. 1967 Chrysler
ROOM frame on Main 300 with factory air and all
power. Gold with black vinyl
This one is nice and
to sell. Lot size, 70' x roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Stayou can move in at date tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
N-14-C
GE BEAUTIFUL BRICK
eer on two acres of land,
miles from Murray. House
three bedrooms, formal dinroom, large living 'room
fireplace, central heat and
conditioner.
Beautifully
ped lawn, double garThis fs a beauty.
BRICK HOME in Kirksey.
home has four bedrooms
living room, cenlwasement, three
eiiod 30x50
'oestion
Otht
•

&

1966 BUICK Skylark, two door
hardtop with factory air and
power. Automatic transmission
with console in the floor. 1966
Chevy U station wagon. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
N-14-C
1965 FALCON, six cylinder, automatic. 1965 Chevrolet Impala
four door sedan with factory
air and all power. Local car.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. N-14-C
1965 OLDS 88 four door hardtop with factory air, power
steering and brakes. 1963 Pontstation wagon with factory
and all power. Cain and
'or Gulf Station. Corner of
ad Main.
N-14-C
'RD Galaxie 500, V-8 au.
with power. 1959 Olds
ioor hardtop with air
Cain and Taylor
Corner of 6th and
N-14C-

•

CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN
FOR SALE

NOM
'

*****************

44
ANN
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VAFT-BILT

fVROLET Gapnice. Mak black vinyl roof mod
i Tape player, nacho,
air and double power.
.• hydramatic transmission,
engine Local car, $2250.00.
.are 753-1958
N-20-C
1969 DATSUN 1600 1300 miles.
Warranty good for 10,700 miles
-all more. One month old. Next
priced best thing to new. Phone 762-as a call 161115 atter 7:00 p. m. N-17-P
--ou011 BRICK veneer
North 17th Street. Real nice.
drapes and air conditioner goes
with house. Pretty lawn. Is in
Robertson School District.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer
on South 7th Street. This house
has a full finished basement
with fire place. Just the nicest
recreation room you could
want. Worlds of closets, some
carpet and some hardwood. The
price of this house is unbelievable.

1959 RAMBLER. Good coodition. Phone 753-8633. N-17-C
1963 CHEVROLET Impala sedan, air conditioned, 327 engine. See and make offer. Phone
753-7116
N-18-C

REAL ESTATE POE SALE
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olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
* Luxurious Turnpike Design
*
4isaw Anws....mw

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main

Phone 753-5862

*S
SAVA44104td•ACittlt
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*
HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5-00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to DanCastle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please.
TFC

PROFESSIONAL
re s de n tie) painting. Brush, roil, spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486.
N-25-C
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
•

KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, some with trees.
at
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Estates, telephone 753-6977.
BELMONT DRIVE Three bedDsc.4-C
Call
room brick, central heat and
air, two baths, modern and well FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
located. Family room, all car- 8' x 45' trailer with a new 12' x
pet, two car garage. Has every- 30' building attached with bath
753-3911
thing.
and electric heat, on a large
Position now open in the
BEAUTIFUL TIC-LEVEL on shady lot. Price $4850.00.
following area:
-Poplar. Lots of storage space. FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
Storage, central heat, two baths two bedroom with bath and elecKITCHEN
General repair work and addiSind beautifully decorated by a tric heat, on a large shady lot.
SUPERVISOR
tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov 16-C
professional. You have to see Price $4200.00.
(male)
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
to appreciate this home.
WILL TAKE few selected horses
•
GORGEOUS HOME ON Hermit. a nice two bedroom A-Frame
for training. Boarding facilities
Age. 21
/
2 baths, three bedrooms, with electric heat, air-condiand pasture. Blackwell Stables,
Apply:
family room plus large rumpus tioning and bath. Price $9000.telephone 753-6977.
Dec.-04:
Personnel Department
room, central heat and air, un- 00.
exterior.
ON CATALINA a new three
usual interior and
Administration Bldg.
WILL STAY with convalescent
SUNSET DRIVE. One of the bedroom brick, central heat and
or elderly people in their home
(second floor)
ir mine. Phone 753-6135.
best buys we have seen. Three air, price $14,800.00.
Murray State University
bedrooms, family room, 1% A NEW four bedroom stone veN-14-NC
Murray, Kentucky
oaths, draperies included. Call neer, central heat and air, wallto-wall carpeting, two full ceraIn see this bargain.
mic tile baths. Price $26,000.00.
GATES130ROUGH. TWO lovely
WISE WOMEN buy Avon. . .
biomes. Three bedrooms, cen- AT AURORA, Kentucky one Wiser women sell Avon. You
No lobs to Small or Large
tral heart and air, carpet and acre commercial lot with rustic can earn in your ware time
to be Appreciated
type frame dwelling. Price re- sailing near home. Call or write
al modern
Free Estimases
WE HAVE numerous lake cot- duced $18,500.00.
Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
Contact:
Oges, lake lots, farms, lots of 180 ACRE FARM, 10 miles east Mgr., Shady Grove Road, Marof Murray, price $18,900.00.
ion, Ky. 42064. Phone 965-3363.
every type.
WE NEEW, NEW listings. Call 96 ACRE FARM, 11 miles from
H-N-15-C
Us for an appraisal of your pro- Murray with a new three bedroom
house,
frame
price $16,BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
perty. No cost to you until we
sell. We appreciate your con- 000.00.
llkseassen 11:00 a. ne. and
MOTORCYCLE
AGENCY AvailWE HAVE a large selection of
fidence.
SAM o.
building lots in the city school able: Here's an opportunity for
district, curb and gutter, water a sales and mechanically-mind
brick veneer
and sewer, biacktop, price rang- ed person who wants to own
ie Alma on five acres of land ing from $2800.00 to $3800.00 and operate his own business. SAWS FILED, electric heaters
Under good -fence. Electric heat No down payment.
Triumph is the motorcycle that and all small appliances repaired. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6067.
ribui is air conditioned. Good buy FOR ALL your
Real Estate has earned the title of "the
N-14-P
r person wanting to keep a needs call
world's
motorcycle".
best
Their
or see FREEMAN
ny or hogs.
JOHNSON, Realtor, Southaide reputation for performance, re- WILL DO baby sitting in my
E NOW HAVE the Cook Shopping Center, Murray,
Ken- liability and popularity is en- home, day or night, Monday
Sbinders house on North 7th tucky 753-2731.
N-18-C vied by other brands. Triumph through Friday. Phone 7534589
bedrooms,
nice
*est. Has four
dealers receive well planned naN-15-C
den with fireplace. This place BY
OWNER. three-bedroom tional advertising support. . .
is near downtown and is worth house with insulated aluminum as well as *instance with local
the money.
siding, hardwood floors, built- advertising. For a relatively
in stove, large ootside storage small investment, the return
NOTICE
busding, 1:t 95' x 155. Locat- can be big, and personally satFOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
ed
in
"SAVE
Hazed.
For
further
WITH
inforSAFETY . . .
isfying. For details, write to Bill
Deeds come by or call GUY
H-1TC McDowell, Triumph Corporation, Uncle Jeff's Discount PharmSPANN REAL ESTATE AG- mation call 492-8315.
Towson, Baltimore, Maryland acy. Let us quote you a price
ENCY at 518 West Main, NaFOUND
21204
H-N-15-C on your Prescriptions. No oblitional Hotel Building Business
gation what so ever.
N-15-C
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone: LOST OR STOLEN
from car,
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise brown purse containing wallet
LOWEST GASOLINE prices in
WANTED TO BUY
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 151 with maness drivers license
town! Consanient Food Mart.
and
19; Gary Young, 131-81110
WOULD LIKE to buy used
N-17.0 social security card. If found creep feeder, any size Call 753- Self Service gasoline, 30.9 and
33.9
N-17-C
call 753-8629.
N-15-C 5595.
N-17-C

Murray State
University
•

One Mile North of Murray
on Hwy. 691
(New Sea Food Restaurant
Opening Early December)
POSITIONS NOW OPEN
IN THE
FOLLOWING AREAS:

REAL ESTATE /OR SALE

FOR RENT

DUPLEX, new, brick, threebedroom. In city school district.
Extra large master bedroom
with carpet throughout. No city
tax. 753-6202 after 5 p. m.
H-N-15-C

COMMERCIAL building across
from Beik's in Paris, Teas
Write P. 0. Box 96, Paris, Tenn.
All inquiries confidential.
N-14-C

LIKE NEW 3-bedroom brick at
1620 Catalina, in Plainview Acres. Has kitchen built-ins, wallto-wall carpeting, draperies,
central heat and air, 1% baths
and large utility moan. Owner
will assist in financing or will
trade for other property.

TWO HOUSE TRAILERS. Both
10 feet wide. One 3 bedroom;
one 2 bedroom. Call Hale Trailer Park, 753-5980.
N-18-P
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished house,
107 South 12th Street. Call 7538611 days or 753-4331 after 500
p. m.
N-14-P

COMPLETELY NEW 3-bedroom MOBILE HOME spaces in Fox
brick in Westwood Subdivision. Meadows. Gracious living with
Well designed interior with a suburban family environment
quality workmanship through- We have just opened thirty new
ho" Misc. Kitchen Help
WEIMARANER PUPS, AKC litout. Call us for an appointment. spaces and our opening special
ter. Please call 753-4647. N-17-C
'
WI Waitresses
2-BEDROOM FRAME home 3 includes no rent until January
miles from Murray on blacktop 1st. Why not drive out and take
1969 HONDA, CB 350, 2,200
road. A good home for a retir- a look at our spacious, engineermiles. Priced $650. Call 753-1343
For information phone:
ed facilities, then phone 753ed couple for only $5,500.
or 753-3673 after 5:00 p. m.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home with 3855 for a reservation. Located
Paul Dailey, Jr. at
N-17-C
asbestos siding, located on N. on south 16th Street and strictCaptain's Kitchen or
GOOD USED'METAL roofing;
lath Street. Owner will consid- ly limited to families.
N-18-C
Call 753-8702 or 753-t339
also used box springs and mater trade for farm land.
after 5 p.m.
BUILDING
for
cleanup
or body
tresses and water systems, Cy100 ACRE FARM, 3 miles northpress Resort, Hwy. 121, 5 miles ••••••••••
east of Murray. Approximately shop, air compressor furnished.
N-15-C
south of New Concord, Phone
% in woods and % in row-crops. Telephone 753-3018.
(901) 247-3315.
A good value at $200 acre.
AUTOS FOR SALE
N-22-C
PART OR ALL of 120 ft x 50 ft
TRAILER PARK with 4 acres of
DO YOU NEED or are you in- 1969
CHEVROLET
Impala land, good home and good out- building on Chestnut Street.
terested in transportation in Coupe, V-8, automatic transmis- buildings. A money-making op- Available first of month. Telefirst class and modern styles sion, air conditioning, power portunity for slightly more than phone 753-3018.
N-15-C
Can be seen at Standard Sta- steering and brakes, dark green the cost of the home and furnLARGE efficiency apartment,
tion, 12th and Pogue. You can with matching interior, low ishings. Owner needs to sell
air-conditioned, electric heat,
'udge for yourself.
N-14-P mileage, new car trade in, because of health.
completely furnished with large
$2,995. Parker Ford, Inc., 7th 108 ACRES on Ky. 814, approx- closets.
Couple only. Apply at
HEEL CHAIR, good condition and Main, Phone 753-5273.
imately 10 miles from Murray. 1606 W. Main.
N-15-C
essonable. Phone 753-1667 afN-14-C Lots of farmland and lots of
6:00 p m.
N-15-P
10'
x
52' TWO-BEDROOM trailwoods for a small investment.
er, electric heat. One mile from
REMOVE carpet paths and 1968 VW, dark blue color, new Priced $125 acre.
13% ACRES and good 3-bed- city limits on nice big lot.
spots; fluff beaten down nap tires, low mileage, new car
N-15-P
room brick home, located on Phone 7534109.
trade
$1,395.
in,
Parker
Ford,
with Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1 Western Auto Store. Inc., 7th and Main, phone 753- Hwy. 121 West, 8 miles from TWO-BEDROOM trailer. See
N-14--C Murray. A fine place for a Brandon Dill after 4:00 p. m.
"Home of the Wishing Well". 5273.
semi-retired farmer to raise a
at Murray Drive In Theatre enN-15-C 1965 OLDS Delmonte,
2-door few head of livestock.
trance.
TFC
FOUR MALE BEAGLE puppies, hardtop, automatic transmission,
eight weeks dd. Call 753-6349. air-conditioning, power steering 92 ACRE CATTLE FARM on ONE-BEDROOM furnished ablacktop road south of New
partment. Call 753-8555 or 753N-15-C and brakes, new car trade-in,
light green finish, $1,295. Park- Providence. Good woven wire 7958.
N-15-C •
CARPORT SALE, 823 N or t h er Ford, Inc., 7th and Main, fence and creosoted posts. Plenty of stock water. 4-room frame TWO-,BEDROOM trailer,
19th Street. Antiques that in- phone 753-5273.
elecN-14-C
house with asbestos siding.
clude square oak table and six
tric hest, $55.00 per month. Call
CHEVROLET
Impala 175' x 250' commercial lot on 489-3623.
chairs, reund top trunk, oak 1968
N-15-C
bedstead, lot of small items. Coupe V-8, automatic transmis So. 4th Street. Located directElectric guitar with amplifier non, power brakes and steer- ly across the street from the PRIVATE LOT for trailer. City
water, two miles from Murray.
Clothes of all sizes. Sale Friday ing, air conditioned. White with new home of Bunny Bread.
mid Saturday, eightm. to black interior, low mileage. New WE HAVE many choice home- $35.00 per month. Call after
six, p. m.
ITC
N-15-C car trade in, $2295.00. Parker sites available in the following 4:00 p. m. at 753-8548.
Ford Inc., 7th and Main St., subdivisions: Lynnwood Estates,
WHITE TOY Poodles, six phone 753-5273.
N-14-C Fairview Acres, Jackson Acres,
weeks; one Pug, eight weeks;
NOTIeE
Plainview Acres, Westwood,
one white toy male, two years.
Kingswood
and
Panorama
ShorPhone 753-1246, 503 Olive 1964 PONTIAC Bonneville con- es.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerStreet.
N-15-C vertible. Excellent condition. ALSO, several small acreages vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
New transmission, fuel pump,
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift - water pump, battery, and Paint with building sites within a few M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville. Kentucky. Dec.-11-C
Murray Woman's Club cook- job. Power steering and power miles of Murray.
TO BUY-see us. TO SELLbooks and Kentucky scenic brakes. Automatic transmission
struction NOTICE
ottonenation s hand
list with us.
piacemats. Call 436-2345 or 753- Must sell immediately. Phone
Bids will be received until
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 40
4498 for information. Dec -18-C 753-9460, lisk for Paul. N-15-P and
Maple Streets. Office phone, November 21, 1969 for brick,
concrete block, andblock tile
1114 SIZE Roll-a-way bed. Gas 1962 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass. /53-7333 Home phones: Fulton
for the requirements for con_or and stove. Reasonable. Bucket seats, one owner car Young, 753-4946; R. B. PatterCall 753-4136.
N-15-P Bought new in Murray. Excel- son, 436-5897; Ishmael Stinson, ing at
sewer plant. Speeifica
lent condition. Contact Jimmy 7534534
tions and information may be
DOBERMAN PINSCHER pup- Fain, phone 753-3251
N-15-C
days, afobtained by writing Murray Wa
pies, eight weeks old, register- ter 5:30 p. in. call
753-6376.
ter and Sewer System, P. 0
ed with papers Phone 753-5619.
N-15-C
Boa 6, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
NOTICE
N-17-C
Also, bids will be received for
the labor required to lay the
NORGE
WASHER,
fifteen
HOSPITAL BEDS
above mentioned items.
pound capacity tub, excellent Secret of success
wheel chairs, walkers, tracThe Mayor and Council recondition. Phone 753-3428 afSTANTON,
Mo. (UPI)-A floe crutches, oxygen, cons- serves the right to reject any
ter 4:00 p. m.
N-17-P
modes,
etc
or all bids. Accepted bids are
tourist asked
Lester B. Dill,
For Salo Or Resit
also subject to approval of our
1967-160 HONDA 1970-125 director of Meramec Caverns on
HOLLAND DRUGS
Engineers and Federal Water
Yahama Enduro. 600 miles U.S. 66 here: "What does it take
Phone 753-1462
Pollution Control Adrninistra
Phone 753-7139 or 435 5455
to run a successful cave?"
N-19-C thin.
"Low overhead," Dill replied.
N-17-C
ITC
so'

Cook (male)

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Kelley's Pest
Control

***************************

There's no Greeting quite so jolly
None so friendly, none so gay
As the cheery Merry Christmas
Personalized and sent by you today

**************************Or*

ORDER

\BLACK TOP PAVING

YOUR PERSONALIZED

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

viREE-BEDROOM

Lon a

NOVEMBER 14 1969

mums!

*
oh

Employment
Opportunities

GOOD 7'2 AC Combine, Good
66 AC Combine Call 7534892.
N-14-(
YOU saved and slaved for wall
40-wail carpet. Keep it new
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer ;1. Big K
N-15-C

R Newport, fourwith double power. * YOU FOLKS
IN TENNESSEE .. It will pay you to
pick-up truck, deand Taylor Gulf *check en the orica_of these tiresl
.
, of fith and Main
411111IN MEM NNW AIM.4ellis
N-14-C

WI
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PAM

Land Owner
Deserves
Fair Price

P"v0r.
0
.410;

When a Federal governmen
agency condemns laud for public
use, the owner should be paid
the fair market price, even
this must be established by a
court at government expense.
This is the opinion of 71 percent of the independent businessmen polled on legislation introduced by Senators Mark Hatfield of Oregon and Joseph Tydings of Maryland. The poll was
conducted by the National Federation of Independent Business.
Property owners forced to sell
under eminent domain proceedings often grumble that the government offer is lower than the
property would command on the
open market. Agencies are usually required to pay "hair market"
price, but have latitude in how
Eight Former Sheriffs, all living in 1940 when Ira
man 1962-1965, and Cohen Stubblefield served his second they determine this.
And the owner who feels he
Fox was Sheriff, when this picture was made. Left to right
term 1966 to 1969. When Mr. Stubblefield became III his
they are, front row, Charlie Jordan 1910-1913. W. A. Patterwife was appointed to fill his unexpired term to the next was shortchanged has little reelection. She was •lected to fill the term from November to course except legal action. Any
son 1914-1917, Dee Houston 1918-19/1, Frank Pool 192/1925. Back row, J. Robertson 1926-1429, Clint Drinkard
January in the recent November general election. The above gain might be cancelled by his
egal expenses,
picture is owned by Mrs. Wendall Patterson. Wendall Pat1930-1935; Carl Kingins 1934-1937, Ira Fox 1938-1941. Carl
The Hatfield-Tydings legislaterson entered the Sheriff's office exactly 28 years after
Kiniins served his second term from 1942-1944. Wendell
on before the Senate Judiciary
his father W. A. Patterson completed his term.
Patterson 1946-1949, Wayne Flora 1950-1953, Brigham Futommittee would make sure
rell 19541957, Cohen Stubblefield 1958-1961, Woodrow Rickcourt challenges feasible. It pro--'vides that if a court rules the
FISHERMAN RESCLLD
MO FOR SCHOLARSHIP FUND — Cal. Harland Sanders, founder of the Kentucky
value is more than 10 percent
bove the government offer, all Fried Chkken restaurant chain, presents a check for $500 to Murray State University
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
Leasonable expenses of the court President Harry M. Sparks, left, as his contribution to the Robert A. (Fats) Everett Me(UPI)— Morehm Richard Hale,
ction will be paid by the govern- morial Scholarship Fund. Everett, a 1936 graduate of the University, served In the United States Congress for more than 10 years from the Eighth Congressional District in
50, a New Zealand fisherman,
ent.
was rescued 50 miles off the
A majority of independent bu- Tennessee before his death last January at the age of 53. He was from Union City. More
than $17,000 has been since contributed to the scholarship fund in his memory.
Q — I'm a housewife an New Zealand mast Wednesday
inessmec apparently feel this
have just taken a part-time job after drifting for 24 days and
(Photo by Tubbs Studio)
uld insure justice, The Fedin a department store for the living off fish and one cup of
ation's poll found only 24 perholidays. Should I claim my ex water every four days.
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
ent opposing the measure and
emption for withholding purmarket probably will move in a percent with no opinion.
the
Hale
told
ship's
doctor
of
By Lavada Blanton da
poses?
fairly narrow range while Businessmen in Kentucky reA — •If your husband 1: the U.S. liner Mariposa that he waiting for
further develop- cted with 66 percent in favor,
distilled
water
obtained
sea
and
Kentucky's Commission on claiming an exemption for you
ments on the economic anc 0 percent dissenting with 4 perChildren and Youth is seeking where he works then You should fresh drinking water. The Vietiaam fronts,
ent undecided.
Shear so
pronounced
him in
to prevent birth defects in Ken- not claim your withholding ex- doctor
The Calloway County Field
Hammitt & Co. says, Pending
"surprising
ly
condition"
good
generally
emption.
The
law
tucky's unborn children through
Trial Club held its annual fall
the esti steps toward easing
Those
opposed
to
the
said
bill
and
should
he
app.
ahle
be
to
withhold
support of an intensive immuni- Joes not permit two
bird dog field trial at the West COLUMBUS, Ohio, Nov. 8—
the economy and withdrawal o arently feel that the government
By Barney Stanley
zation program against rubella aig exemptions to be claimed walk ashore when the Mariposa troops "it
Kentucky Wildlife Management In the face of the domestic
Is
appears
that some hasgenerally
fair and
a man who coinrnicjnner yadi _w. G
docks late today.
tor the same person.
been deeply
ereagegi
(German measles).
area near Paducah.
auto industry's announced 7.7%
iayestOrs, particularly the larg
-Hall of my daughter's
The Health DepattmeabiderThe winners were as follows: destine In isles, Volkswagen
and
cash-rich
bbs
of
the
seek
largest
Kentucky's
court
institutions
•
,
State
restitution
will
Departwithout
All Age first place — Millers dealers in the U.S. scored the
iginally planned immunization of ollege tuition is covered by a
be putting their money back to the proposed incentive.
ment of Commerce announced
AF.% YORK (LiP1)—The Hotel
all children in Kentucky between scholarship. Is this considered
Miss Star, Ferrel Miller hand- highest sales month in their
work
in
the market gradually
However, the problem of fair today that Aardon Industries, ler —
second place — Saline history in October. This outthe ages of one and 12 years income and will it affect my de- Ivoire in Abidjan, capital of the and
with no special sense of payment for condemned property Inc., has leased a 14,000 squareof age. But with a cutback of ex- pendency deduction for her?
Coast Republic, has added urgency,"
standing feat brought the U.S.
foot
plant
the
at
has
arm
been
says.
Columbia,
around
A — Most scholarships are a n
for years, beKentucky, handier S—
Pori
thirdEdpdloyce An
pected federal funds, the depart300-room tower, making
new Volkswagen sales in Octo
—dD
e
ockn
m
,
bringing
coming more acute since the goto 150 the number of Doug Haggerson handler.
ment does not have funds to pur- not taxable. If your daughter's it the largest hotel on the African
to 61,568 which represent.,
ber
Only the lagg- ing performance vernment has claimed more land new industries located in Ken-,
scholarship happens to be taxDerby — first place Arkansas a 14.1% increase over the prechase vaccine for the 823,650
continent, Air France reports. of the rails
Lble, however, it will be countremains as a blot for urban redevelopment, mili- tucky during the administration Boom, Ferrel Miller handler — vious record in the same month
children in this age group at
The 30-story tower comes as an on
the
ed as her income, not yours. hi
market's technical tary use and highway construct- of Gov. Louie B. Nunn,
second place — Mr. Star, K Last year. This accomplishment
the cost of $1.50 per child,
addition, scholarships are not addition to the 207-room tower picture, according to E. F. ion in recent years, when land Mrs. Elizabeth A. Jackson, Kaby handler — third place
— also established a 35% sales
"Such intensive immunization part of support
opened
ip
1963
by
Intercontin- Hutton & Co. and b"this is prices have soared.
company president, said the Ada- Mocks Miss Star, Charles He- increase over September, 1969.
and are therewould practically eradicate Ger- fore not considered
ental
Hotels.
apparently
in deteirebeing at k
_tinder the. Hatfield-Tydings ir County plant will begin produc- Reynolds handler.
Midwestern VW Corporation
man measles in Kentucky, "Dr,
ining if you provided morkithan
temporarily overlooked as tra- bit!, a property owner would tort of camping equipment Dec- Puppy — first place Buck, of Columbus, Ohio, distributor
Calirto Hernandes, director of half your daughter's
ders continue to follow the have to be confident that the ember 1 and employ "about 50 Ferrel Miller handler — second for Volkswagen automobiles
total sup- meet this requirement.
epidemiology said.
port.
numerous
areas
of government offer is consider- people " initially, Annual sales place Star, Aubrey Cristy hand- and parts, announced ThursdaThe estimated tax system more
Immunization of children in
strength." The market's path of ably off-base before bringing cou- "should exceed $1.1
ler — third place — Mandy that it's 67 dealers in Ohio al
helps
people
meet
their
tax
kindergarten, day care centers
To find out whether the scholeast resistance is still pointed rt action, since he would risk she said.
Ray Sholar handler.
Kentucky had also turned in
and first and second grades would larship is taxable, check with obligations on a pay-as-you-go upward,
the firm says.
paying legal costs U the finding
Shooting Dog — first place— their fiaest accomplishment
catch the most susceptible group. the person or organizatioo basis if they are not, or are onCommissioner Grubbs indica- lake, Freg St.
--was not at least 10 percent higher
John handler — with 4,252 new car sales in
But money is not available for granting it. They may have a ly partly, covered by withhold- Despite
ted the state's industrial develo- :econd place — Missy,
high interest rates than the offer.
ing.
Conroy October. This all-time high has
even these 166, 170 children. ruling from IRS.
pment
program
"has
provided Dickerson handler — third exceeded their previous record
However, the bill does provide
For information, see Publica- and restrained credit, stocks
Information on the tax status
The Kentucky Commission on
are firm, Spear and Staff, Inc. that once legal action has been employment opportunities for place — Knight, Fleetwood by 20.7% which exhibits an
Children and Youth is writing to of scholarships may also be ob- tion 505, Tax Withholding and
observes. The market's perfor- filed, if the government agency more than 14,300 of our fellow Crouch handler.
amazing vitality.
Declaration
Estimated
of
Tax.
congressmen who are sponsoring tained by sending a post card
mance is a "telltale of easier makes a larger offer, the owner Kentuckians" during the Nunn The judges for the event were
Balanced dealer inventories,
bills pertaining to rubella. The to your IRS District Director Send a post card to your IRS
Administrat
ion. "An additional Jim Clark of Paducah and N. plus the public's enthusiastic
money" because investors al- would be reimbursed for any legcommission is also taking the Ask for Publication 507, Tax district office to obtain'a free ready
reception to the 1970 Volkswa
are looking beyond this al expenses incurred. This would 9,000 jobs have been added by L. Galloway of Sedalia.
case to the people of Kentucky Information on Scholarships copy.
the expansion of existing industight
gen models, have been the Mamoney
hasten
period,
out-of
the
-court
firm
settlements
Q — I think I will be ento gain support in influencing and Fellowships.
tries since the Governor took
jor factors contributing to the
Q — Can I deduct anything titled to claim my aunt as a de says. Chances are that the In many cases.
Congress.
new sales peak. October sales
Federal Reserve Board will
Agencies claim they pay fair, office," he said.
Some 360 Kentucky children for the fees I paid a real estate pendent this year. What records relax
The Department of Commerce Dutch toting=
brought the total U.S. ne w
its policies in a :radual but not inflated, speculative pricappraiser
hired
when
I
sold
I
should
I
keep?
were born with physical or menhas calculated total plant investVolkswagen deliveries to 458,d
timely
manner,
es
for
in
property.
property?
contract
But
the bill ment
A — Those that show ycu
THE HAGUE (UPI)—The
tal defects as a result of the1964- some
for the period of $513.6
561 for 1969.
A — Yes, those fees can be provided more than one-half of o its hasty retreat from tight proposed by Senators Hatfield
number
visitor-nigh
of
spent
ts
in
65 rubella epidemic. The cost of
money following the 1966 credit
d Tydings would add a safe- million.
maintaining these children in in- added to any other expenses her total support for the year
"It is particularly fitting," Dutch hotels by foreign tourists
crunch,
the
d, and an easy avenue to jusanalyst
you
adds.
had
when
sold
you
your
should
You
also
be able to show
in 1968 was 4,741,592 an inBob Goalby won the 1968
stitutions and rehabilitating them
ce, in the view of most busine- the commissioner said, "that crease of 2.2 per cent over the Masters
Selling
expenses that her gross income was unIs estimated at $4 million a year. property.
Golf Championship with
Aardon
Industries
is
making
This
a
is still '`a nervous ssmen.
previous year.
a
score
The cost in suffering cannot be should be deducted from the der $600 and that if she is
of
277.
double
contributio
n
to
the
growth
sales price to determine whe- married she did not file a joint arket," James Dines a. CO.
estimated.
of the commonwealth, Its plant
ays, and "some profit-taking
ther there is any gain to report return with her husband.
Health officials anticipate ano- for income
provides needed jobs; its productax purposes.
Your aunt must be a citizen y traders to develop some
ther major epidemic as early as
Q — Is there any penalty for or a resident of the United ash reserves could hardly be market is entering a congestion ts add to the employment of an
next year. The vaccine which pr e- not paying estimated
tax when States, or a resident of Canada, riticized." Individual issues area, with technical indicators Incomparable system of state
vents rubella is not recommen- you are liable for it?
Mexico, the Canal Zone or the robably will continue to forge "hovering aroud 50 per cent parks that has made Kentucky
ded for pregnant women, but imthe recreational heartland of
A — Yes, there can be an Republic of Panama, for some- ead, but on the whole the bullish."
munization of children will elim- additional charge if withhold- time during
Midwest,America."
the year you claim
inate them as carriers of the ing and estimated tax payments the exemption.
The system now includes 38
disease to pregnant mothers and do not meet at least 80 percent
parks; 22 of these are equipped
For more details, write to
neighbors. "We know what the of your income tax liability for your IRS district office
with camping facilities.
and ask
problem is and how to eliminate he year. The amount of the for Publication 501, Your
ExIt, but we lack the funds, "Dr. enalty depends on the extent zmption and Exemptions
1969 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. All power and air, vinyl
for
Hernandez said.
to which you have failed to Dependents. It's free.
roof, executive car. 6.000 miles. "The price is right".
IN FOR A SHOCK

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

Funds Sought
For Measles
Immunization

Wall Street
(latter

Firm Leases
New Plant

SPECIAL

WASHLNGTON (UPI) —Sen.
Gale
W.
McGee, D-Wyo,,
chairman of the Senate Post
Office Committee, says the
public is in for a shock if it
thinks converting the Post
Office
Department into a
government corporation will
automatically mean improved
mail service,
McGee said at a committee
hearing Wednesday no matter
who runs the postal system,
mail delivery will still depend
"on a man with two hands and
two feet."

BUY ONE AT REGULAR
PRICE AND GET THE
SECOND HAMBURGER
FOR ONLY A PENNY!

LOTS OF "FLACK"

FRENCH FRIES

6 FOR $100

DRIVE-IN
CHE STNUT S 1.

P HONE 753-9059

CASUALTIES CONTINUE
A wounded. South Vietnamese
soldier IN l',1 nil,
a %%Inning helicopter near a Special
Forces c.inip :it
['tang. South Vietnam. about a mite
--drarff tiff`r4rThfs-ilt
7"..
"
1"ibrephoto/
boi der

WASHINGTON(UP 1) — Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew says
he has received more "flack"
the past two weeks than World
War
11's "last ace over
Schwinfort."
In presenting an award made
by an organization of flying
aces to Sen. Richard B. Russell,
D-Ga., Wednesday, Agnew referred to the U.S. air raid on a
Schwinfort ball bearing plant.
Agnew has been the center of
controversy
for
his
blunt
&liltistrof vrar afiBItster s —

Local Persons Are
Winners At Field
Trial Club Meet

VW Sales
Hit High

1969 PONTIAC Tempest Custom 4-Door Sedan. All power
and air. "Brand new".
1968 FIREBIRD Convertible with power.
1966 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham. MI power and
air, vinyl roof, premium tires. "She's stinkin' new".
1966 GTO Convertible. Power steering and power brakes,
4-in-the-floor. "She's a goin' Jessie".
1966 OLDSMOBILE Delta Custom 4-Door Sedan. Power
and air. "Two to choose from".
1965 BUICK Wildcat 2-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
"Sharp as a brier".

Authorized Dealer for
Cadillac - Oldsmobile - Pontiac

SANDERSTURDOM
. -1414411.0

- Phone 753-5315
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
!OLP WANTED

ANT

CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
DUPLEX, new, brick, threebedroom. In city school district.
• Extra large master bedroom
• with carpet throughout. No city
tax. 753-6202 after 5 p. in.
H-N-15-C

COMMERCIAL building across
from Beik's in Paris, Tenn.
Write P. 0. Box 96, Paris, Tenn.
All inquiries confidential.
N-14-C

TWO HOUSE TRAILERS. Both
feet wide. One 3 bedroom;
10
at
brick
-bedroom
3
NEW
LIKE
One Mile North of Murray
1620 Catalina, in Plainview Ac- one 2 bedroom. Call Hale Trailon Hwy. 641
N-18-P
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
res. Has kitchen built-ins, wall- er Park, 753-5980.
FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALO
NOTICE
(New Sea Food Restaurant
NOTICE
to-wall carpeting, draperies,
Opening Early December) central heat and air, 1% baths FIVE-ROOM unfurnished house,
REAL NICE BRICK veneer 1968 BUICK Riviera. Burgandy
GOOD 72 AC Combine, Good
107 South 12th Street. Call 753home with 5 acres of good lanl. with beige vinyl top with facand Large utility men. Owner
Combine
Call
7534892.
66 AC
POSITIONS NOW OPEN
days or 753-4331 after 5:00
8611
Home has there bedrooms, liv- tory air and power. Real low
will
or
will assist in financing
N-14-(
IN THE
N-14-P
m.
p.
ing room, den, kitchen, 1% mileage. 1968 Pontiac Catalina
trade for other property.
FOLLOWING AREAS:
baths, fireplace, carport and four door hardtop with factory
YOU saved and slaved for wall
Fox
in
spaces
HOME
MOBILE
COMPLETELY NEW 3-bedroom
4o-wall carpet Keep it new
nice lawn. Located five miles air, power steering and brakes.
Gracious living with
Meadows.
Subdivision.
Westwood
in
brick
with Blue Lustre Rent electric
from Murray.
Cook (male)
Black vinyl root. Cain and ThyWell designed interior with a suburban family environment
shampooer $1 Big K.
N-15-C
SEE THIS beautiful 3-bedroom kw Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
quality workmanship through- We have just opened thirty new
Help
Kitchen
Misc.
re•
N-14-C
on Keerieland Drive. It has just and Main.
WEEMARANER PUPS, AKC litout. Call us for an appointment. spaces and our opening special
about everything including a 1966 OLDS Toronaclo with facter. Please call 753-4847. N-17-C
2-BEDROOM FRAME home 3 includes no rent until January
1001 Waitresses
erable loan. Board fence tory air and power. Low milemiles from Murray on blacktop 11. Why not drive out and take
1969 HONDA, CB 350, 2,200
back and central heat and age, local car. 1967 Chrysler
road. A good home for a retir- a look at our spacious, engineerphone:
information
For
miles. Priced $650. Call 753-1343
ed facilities, then phone 753air.
ed couple for only $5,500.
300 with factory air and all
or 753-3673 after 5:00 p. in.
4-BEDROOM frame on Main
with 3855 for a reservation. Located
home
FRAME
-BEDROOM
2
at
Jr.
Dailey,
Paul
power. Gold with black vinyl
N-174
Street. This one is nice and roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Staasbestos siding, located on N. on south 16th Street and strictCaptain's Kitchen or
priced to sell. Lot size, 70' x
18th Street. Owner will consid- ly limited to families. N-18-C
GOOD USED METAL roofing,
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
Call 753-8702 or 7534,839
360', you can move in at date
er trade for farm land.
also used box springs and matN-14-C
after 5 p.m.
of dead.
ACRE FARM, 3 miles north- BUILDING for cleanup or body
100
tresses and water systems, Cyshop, air compressor furnished.
\•
\
of Murray. Approximately
east
door
press Resort, Hwy. 121, 5 miles
LARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK 1966 BUICK Skylark, two
Telephone 753-3018.
N-15-C
-crops.
row
in
%
and
woods
in
%
south of New Concord, Phone
veneer on two acres of land, hardtop with factory air and
acre.
$200
at
value
A good
PART OR ALL of 120 ft x 50 ft
AUTOS FOR SALE
(901) 247-3315.
1% miles from Murray. House power. Automatic transmission
N-22-C
T'RA1LER PARK with 4 scree of building on Chestnut Street.
has three bedrooms, formal din- with console in the floor. 1966
Impala land, good home and good out- Available first of
CHEVROLET
DO YOU NEED or are you in- 1969
month. Teleing room, large living 'room Chevy II station wagon. Cain
terested in transportatioo in Coupe, V-8, automatic transmis- buildings. A money-making op- phone 753-3018.
N-15-C
with fireplace, central heat and and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornpower
than
conditioning,
air
sion,
more
slightly
for
portunity
first
class and modern styles.
N-14-C
Beautifully er of 6th and Main.
air
conditioner.
furngreen
dark
brakes,
and
leering
and
LARGE efficiency apartment,
Can be seen at Standard Stathe cost of the home
landscaped lawn, double gartion, 12th and Pogue. You can with matching interior, low ishings. Owner needs to sell air-conditioned, electric heat,
1965 FALCON, six cylinder, auage. This fs a beauty.
completely furnished with large
tomatic. 1965 Chevrolet Impala
*ticige for yourself.
N-14-P mileage, new car trade in, because of health.
NICE BRICK HOME in Kirksey.
$2,995. Parker Ford, Inc. '7th 108 ACRES on Ky. 614, approx- closets Couple only. Apply at
four door sedan with factory
This home has four bedrooms
weei CHAIR, good condition, and Main, Phone 753-5273.
N-15-C
air and all power. Local car.
imately 10 miles from Murray. 1606 W Main.
dining room, living room, cenble. Phone 753-1667 atN-14-C Lots of farmland and lots of
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
tral heat, full basement, three Corner of 6th and Main. N-14-C
x
10'
TWO-BEDROOM
52'
trail6:00 p m.
N-15-P
woods for a small investment.
acres of land and a good 30x50
er, electric heat. One mile from
acre.
$125
Priced
shop building. A good location 1965 OLDS 88 four door hardREMOVE carpet paths and 1968 VW, dark blue color, new 13% ACRES and good 3-bed- city limits on nice trig lot.
is
and nice home for the right top with factory air, power
N-15-P
spots; fluff beaten down nap tires, low mileage, new car room brick home, located on Phone 753-5109.
person. Been reduced for a steering and brakes. 1963 Pontwith Blue Lustre. Rent sham- trade in, $1,395. Parker Ford, Hwy. 121 West, 8 miles from
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. See
quick sale.
iac station wagon with factory
pooer $1. Western Auto Store. Inc., 7th and Main, phone 753- Murray. A fine place for a Brandon
Dill after 4:00 p. in.
N-14-C
5273.
air and all power. Cain and
"Home
the
Well".
of
Wishing
a
raise
to
farmer
semi-retired
ELEGANT STONE HOME on
at Murray Drive in Theatre enTaylor Gulf Station. Corner of
N-15-C
1965 OLDS Delmonte, 2-door few head of livestock.
two acres of land. Has full basetrince.
TFC
N-I4-C
6th and Main.
ment, two fire places, central
FOUR MALE BEAGLE puppies, hardtop, automatic transmission, 92 ACRE CATI'LE FARM on
ONE
-BEDROOM
afurnished
power
steering
large
air-conditioning,
area
air,
living
heat and
•
1963 FORD Galaxie 500, V-8 au
eight weeks old. Call 153-6349.
blacktop road south of New partment. Call 753-8555 or 753This place has a beautiful view. tomatic with power. 1959 Olds
N-15-C and brakes, new car trade-in, Providence. Good woven wire
7958.
N-15-C
light green finish, $1,295. ParkLocated near Ken Lake Hotel 88 four door hardtop with air
CARPORT SALE, 823 Nort h er Ford, Inc., 7th and Main, fence and creosoted posts. Plenon 94 Hwy.
and power. Cain and Taylor
stock
4
of
TWO-BEDROOM
ty
water.
-room
frame
trailer,
eletleth Street. Antiques that in- phone 753-5273.
N-14-C
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
tric heat, $55.00 per month. Call
house with asbestos siding.
SEE THIS' THREE BEDROOM Main.
clude square oak table and six
N-14CN-15-C
CHEVROLET 'Impala 175' x 250' commercial lot an 489-3623.
brick veneer in Kingswood.
chairs, round top trunk, oak 1968
Large den and kitchen combina- 1959 CHRYSLER resort, four.
4111111, 411111C••
bedstead, lot of small items. Coupe V-8, automatic transmis So. 4th Street. Located direct- PRIVATE LOT for trailer. City
tion, living room, two baths, door sedan with double power.
Electric guitar with amplifier non, power brakes and steer- ly across the street from the water, two miles from Murray.
pay you to
central heat and air, fine car- Chevrolet pick-up truck, de- *'YOU FOL , N TENNESSEE ... It will
aothes of all sizes. Sale Friday ing, air conditioned. White with new home of Bunny Broad.
WE' HAVE many choice home- $35.00 per month. Call after
' pet throughout, .niei rolling luxe cab. Cain and Taylor -Gtilf
andgaitirclay, - eight a. Ml. to back interior, row mileage. New
cheek 04-11100iii-orfluire Weir- ------!
1TC
sites
available in the following 4:00 p. m, at 753-8548.
car
trade
in,
Parker
$2295.00.
has
'lawn. Another -house thai
N-15-C
sm p. m.
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
010.
4
auggmi
46111ms
411111115.
.4111111111i
subdivisions:
Lynnwood Estates,
Ford
Inc., 7th and Main St.,
been reduced. This man is ready
N-14-C
WHITE TOY POodlea six phone 753-5273.
N-14-C Fairview Acres, Jacksoo Acres,
:.to sell, give us a bid
NOTICE
Plainview
Acres, Westwood,
weeks; one Pug, eight weeks;
MAKE US A BID on this four 1968 CHEVROLET Caprice. MaKingswood
and
Shortwo
Panorama
one
male,
toy
years
white
on
home
carpeted
roon with black vinyl rood and
bedroom fully
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville con- es.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerPhone 753-1246, 503 Olive
Johnson Blvd. Surrounded by interior. Tape player, radio,
vertible. Excellent condition. ALSO, several small acreages vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
N-15-C
Street.
nice homes. Kitchen, den, for- factory air and amble power.
New transmission, fuel pump, with building sites within a few M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
mal dining room, double garage, Turbo hydramatic transmission,
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift - water pump, battery, and paint miles of Murray.
Lynnville. Kentucky. Dec.-11-C
paved
and
396
room
engine. Local oar, $2250.00.
large utility
Murray Woman's Club cook- job. Power steering and power TO BUY--see as. TO SELL-Phone 753-1958.
driveway.
N-20-C
NOTICE
books and Kentucky scenic brakes. Automatic transmission list with us.
Bids will be received until
Phone 753-5842
Corner of Sixth & Main
placemats. Call 436-2345 or 753- Must sell immediately. Phone FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 411
1969 DATSUN 1600. 1300 miles.
4498 for Information. Dec.-18-C 753-9460, ask for Paul. N-15-P and Maple Streets. Office phone, November 21, 1969 for brick,
THREE BEDROOM FRAME Warranty good for 10,700 miles
concrete block, and block tile
near University with garage, all more. One month old. Next
314 SIZE Roll-a-way bed. Gas 1962 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass. 153-7333. Home phones: Tunas for the requirements for conYoung, 753
new carpet. This place is priced best thing to new. Phone 762B. Patter- struction at operations build
4946;
'
er and stove. Reasonable. Bucket seats, one owner car
*an, 436-5697; Ishmael Stinson,
for quick sale. Give us a call 6296 after 700 p. in. N-17-P
Big at sewer plant. Specifica
N-15-P Bought new in Murray. ExcelCall 753-4136.
see.
lent condition. Contact Jimmy .753-1534.
tions and information may be
WANTED
condi1959
OFFERED
RAMBLER.
Good
SERVICES
14-15-C obtained by writing
0 BEDROOM BRICK veneer
DOBERMAN PLNSCHER pup- Fain, phone 753-3251 days, al
Murray Wa
on North 17th Street. Real nice, tion. Phone 753-8633. N-17-C CURB HOP wanted. Night shift, PROFESSIONAL
resident- pies, eight weeks old, register- ter 5:30 p. in. call 753-6376.
ter and Seaver System, P. 0
drapes and air conditioner goes 1963 CHEVROLET Impala se- 5:00 p. in. to 11 p. m., male or ial painting. Brush, roll, spray. ed with papers. Phone 753-5619.
N-15-C
Box 6, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
NOTICE
with house. Pretty lawn. Is in dan, air conditioned, 327 en- female. Apply in person to Dan- References. Free estimates.
N-17-C
Also, bids will be received for
Robertson School District.
gine. See and make offer. Phone Castle, Chestnut Street. No Phone 753-3486.
N-25-C
the Labor required to lay the
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer 753-7116.
TFC
fifteen
WASHER,
NOR.GE
N-18-C phone calls please.
HOSPITAL BEDS
above mentioned items.
FOR YOUR home remodeling, pound capacity tub, excellent
on South 7th Street. This house
wheel chairs, walkers, tracThe Mayor and Council reSecret of success
estiFree
repairs.
and
additions
basement
has a full finished
doe crutches, oxygen, com- serves the right to reject any
condition. Phone 753-3428 af-A
(UPI)
Mo.
STANTON,
TFC ter
mates. Call 753-6123.
with fire place. Just the nicest
modes, etc.
N-17-P
4:00 p. m.
or all bids. Accepted bids are
Lester B. Dill,
tourist asked
recreation room you could
For Stile Or Rent
also subject to approval of our
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
REAL
1967-160 HONDA 1970-125 director of Merarnec Caverns on
want. Worlds of closets, some
HOLLAND DRUGS
Engineers and Federal Water
does
"What
it
here:
U.S.
take,
66
The
Yahama Einduro, 600 miles.
carpet and some hardwood.
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Phone 753-1462
Pollution Control Administra.
to run a successful cave?"
Phone 753-7139 or 435-5455.
price of this house is unbeliev- Level lots, some with trees.
N-19-C lion.
at
''Low overhead," Dill replied.
N-17-C
able.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
ITC
Estates, telephone 753-8917.
BELMONT DRIVE Three bedDec.-9-C
Call
room brick, central heat and
Shores
Panorama
well
at
and
FOR SALE
air, two baths, modern
located. Family room, all car- 8' x 4' trailer with a new 12' x
pet, two car garage Has every- 30' building attached with bath
153-3914
and electric heat, on a large
Position now open in the
thing.
$4850.00.
on
Price
lot.
TRI-LEVEL
shady
BEAUTIFUL
following area:
'Poplar. Lots of storage space, FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
There's no Greeting quite so jolly
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
KITCHEN
garage, central heat, two baths two bedroom with bath and elecrepair work and addiGeneral
None so friendly, none so gay
SUPERVISOR
and beautifully decorated by a tric heat, on a large shady lot.
tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C
see
to
$4200.00.
have
Price
professional. You
(male)
As the cheery Merry Christmas
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores
WILL TAKE few selected horses
tc appreciate this home.
Personalized and sent by you today
for training. Boarding facilities
GORGEOUS HOME ON Hermit- a nice two bedroom A-Frame
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
age. 24 baths, three bedrooms, with electric heat, air-condiApply:
1)ec.41C
telephone 753-6977.
family room plus large rumpus tioning and bath. Price $9000.Personnel Department
room, central heat and air, un- 01.
WILL STAY with convalescent
Administration Bldg.
ON CATALINA a new three
usual interior and exterior.
or elderly people in their home
floor)
and
heat
(second
central
the
brick,
bedroom
of
One
DRIVE.
SUNSET
ar mine. Phone 753-6135.
pest buys we have seen. Three air, price $14,800.00.
N-14-NC
Murray State University
bedrooms, family room, 1% A NEW four bedroom stone veMurray, Kentucky
laths, draperies included. Call neer, central heat and air, wallto-wall carpeting, two full cerato see this bargain.
mic tile baths. Price $26,000.00.
WISE WOMEN buy Avon...
GATESBOROUGH. TWO lovely
AURORA, Kentucky one Wiser women sell Avon. You
AT
cenbedrooms,
homes. Three
No Jobs to Small or Large
acre commercial lot with rustic can earn in your spare time
tral heat and air, carpet and
to be Appreciated
type frame dwelling. Price re selling near home. Call or write
all modern
Free Estimates
duced
Avon
$18,500-00Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown,
WE HAVE r.iimerous lake cotContact:
FARM, 10 miles east Mgr., Shady Grove Road, MarACRE
180
of
lots
farms,
tages, lake lots,
of Murray, price $18,900.00.
Phone
42064.
965-3363.
Ky.
ion,
every type.
ACRE FARM, 11 miles from
H-N-15-C
WE NEEW NEW listings. Call 96
Murray with a new three bedus for an appraisal of your prframe house, price $16,BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
party. No cost to you until we room
D00.00.
8:00 a. nt. and
sell We appreciate your conWE HAVE a Large selection of MOTORCYCLE AGENCY Avail500 a. in.
fidence.
foi
opportunity
able:
an
Here's
building lots in the city school
district, curb and gutter, water a sales and mechanically-mind
'SHREE-BEDROOM brick veneer and sewer, blacktop, price rang- ed person who wants to owe iAWS FILED, electric heaters
in Almo on five acres of land. ing from $2800.00 to $3800.00 and operate his own business. and all small appliances repairTriumph is the motorcycle that ed. 512 R So. 12111 St., 753-6067.
Under good fence. Electric heat No down payment.
ad is air conditioned. Good buy FOR ALL your Real Estate has earned the title of "the
N-14-P
r person wanting to keep a needs call or see 11111tRIEMA.N world's best motorcycle". Their
reperformance,
for
reputation
DO
sitting
WILL
my
baby
in
fly or hogs.
JOHNSON, Realtor, Southaide
.E NOW HAVE the Cook Shopping Centime Murray, Ken- liability and popularity is en- home, day or night, Monday
milers house on North 7th tucky 753-2731.
N-I8-C vied by other brands. Triumph through Friday. Phone 753-4589
dealers receAve well planned naN-15-C
Street Has four bedrooms, nice
den with fireplace This place BY OWNER: three-bedroom tional advertising support . .
is near downtown and is worth house with insulated aluminum as well as assistance with local
siding, hardwood floors, built- advertising. For a relatively
the money.
in stove, large outside storage small investment, the return
NOTICE
bui.ding. lit 95' x 155' 1_Dcat- can be big, and personally satFOR ALL YOUR Real Motets ed in Hazel. For further infor"SAVE WITH SAFETY" . .
isfying. For details, write to Bill
needs come by or call GUY mation call 492-8315.
H-1TC McDowell, Triumph Corporation, Uncle Jeffs Discount PharmSPANN REAL ESTATE AOacy. Let us quote you a price
Towson, Baltimore, Maryland
ENCY at 518 West Main, Naon your Prescriptions. No obliFOUND
LOST
11-N-15-C
21204
tional Hotel Building. Business
N-15-C
gation what so ever.
Phone 753-7724. Rome Phone: LOST OR STOLEN from car,
'lee
GASOLINE
LOWEST
Guy spa4q, VS2587; Louisa brown purse containing wallet
WANTED TO BUY •
•
+ • .• •
lualna •
art.
.
nWerder7r-cri
frieWrit"O
7SIN24114. Gan NAL
'th trebvlirtrrtvors Mint* ad
used
buy
to
WOULD LIRE
Service gasoline, 30.9 and
8919: Garr Young, 1538.1011
social security card. If found creep feeder, an?-size. Call 753- Self
IMMO
11=1E11
W=11
N-17-C
33.9.
N-15-C 5595
- N-17-C
call 753-8629.
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the same month
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olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
* Luxurious Turnpike Design
* 4m...r.immo...now

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

* CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
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HELP

Employment
Opportunities
Murray State
University

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Kelley's Pest
Control

ORDER

-BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
sow...

YOUR PERSONALIZED

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

NOW

To Assure Delivery in Time For Christmas

LEDGER & TIMES
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SEEN & IIEARD . .. LEONARD YAOWN FIRST VOTE

Experts Think He'll Win!

Five, Murray, speeding, fined
(Continued From Peg* One) (Continued From Page Ona)
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- (Continued From Page One)
cil and the heads of the city minimum tax, under which,
pioneering moonfliers, Neil A. lice.
the hole so all we had to (ia department also expressed their business can not pay.
Armstrong, and Edwin E. Ald.William B. Payne, Murray, was to put the tree in and cov- thanks to him for his t'.e:p and Some discussion was held on
rin, four months ago.
driving while intoxicated, fined er the roots with dirt. A Sweet aid.
the various aspects of this tax
ern Luzon referring to PresiConrad and Bean will spend $100.00 costs $13.00, no oper- Gum turns much like a Sugar
By SANFORD MARKET
Mr. Vaughn reported sever- and apparently all councilmen
dent Marcos.
32 hours on the moon - 10 awes license, fined $10.00 costs Maple in the fall and grows o
Written Especially /or Central
al items to the council. He said did not agree with the proposBoth men have had brushes
hours longer than Apollo 11's $18.00; State Police.
and This Newspaper
enormous size.
that as Chairman of the Mur- ed ordinance.
with the law. Senator Osmena,
IF FILIPINOS re-elect Presstay - and they will conduct
McReynolds, Route
Jerry
Mayor
Holmes
Ellis
told
the
ray Hospital Commission he
the son of a former president,
dent Ferdinand E. Marcos to
two 3% hour moonwalks up to One, Alm°, cold checking, fin- We well remember one huge
wished to report that the hos- council that "In five to ten another four-year term as their
was accused of treason by a
a half mile from the landing ed $10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff tree where we grew up that we
pital fiscal agent is holding the years the total community will chief executive in national elecpeople's court on charges of
craft Intrepid. If htey have time
Jerry K. Nance, Bell City, could not begin to reach a- hospital bonds and is not putt- benefit more than if a lesser
collaborating with the Japan•
tions on Nov. 11, they'll be writthey will inspect and return cold checking, given five days round. It was a monster. Lightn
ing them on the market at the tax is levied".
ese. He was later acquitted.
ing a new chapter in their hissome parts from the robot Sur- in jail suspended on condition ing hit it one day and literally
The council indicated that the tory.
present time. State statutes set
President Marcos, while still
veyor 3 spacecraft that landed that he not be back in court shattered it. In this same area
a limit on hospital bonds of Finance Committee should proin his teens, was charged with
No man has ever been rethere 2es years ago.
the remainder of 196eosSheriff. however are literally dozens of 6% per cent and the bonds will ceed with drawing the ordin- elected president of the island
having shot and killed a .man
Start Exploitation
Richard L. Dick, Route Five, smaller trees that came from not sell at this rate, he said. ance which will receive its first republic, and although the exwho defeated his father in a
"Apollo 11 demonstrated that Murray, public drunkenness, the big one.
local election. Following -a long
The commission is in somewhat reading at the next meeting perts say President Marcos will
we could land and return suc- given ten days in jail suspendlegal hassle, he was finally freed
"of a squeeze" he continued, which will be held on Tuesday, win, no one is counting his opcessfully from the moon," Apol- ed on condition he not be back Two other big trees stand out because if this
by the supreme court.
interest rate is November 25 since Thanksgiv ponent, Senator Sergio Osmena
lo Program Director Rocco A. in court in 1969; Sheriff.
tr )
An attorney, President Ma1
in our memory. One was a Tulip raised by the legislature, the ing Day falls on the next re- Jr., out of the race.
letrone said Thursday.
cos passed his bar examinatio
Bryan Hill, Route One, Al- Poplar at the bottom of a val- commission just will not be gular meeting date.
The senator has several key
,with such high marks that
Councilman Starks told the issues riding with him, but the
"With Apollo 12 we now start mo, public drunkenness, fined ley, almost a ravine. It rose able to afford the increased injudges felt he must have had
the exploitation of the system $10.00 costs $18.00; State Pa above all the other trees in terest. Further meetings are council that a committee from presidential contest in the Philan advance copy. They gave him
the area even though it started planned over this project, he the council composed of May- ippine Islands- like its counterwe have developed, in the name lice.
a special oral exam; he did
revolves
part
in
the
states
Murray
State
yelHopper,
of
Larry
Hundreds
down_
or
Ellis,
far
James
Rudy
so
Allbritton.
said.
of science and knowledge."
equally well.
He reported that bids will be Starks, and Leonard Vaughn around personalities, and PresiBut he emphasized "this is University, using telephone fac- low "tulips" adorned this tree
. • •
dent Marcos has the edge.
still risky business." And Pet- ilities under false pretenses, in the spring. The other was an accepted on the new Water Sys- met with a committee from the
•
•
•
BOTH
Misf
have accused the
$50.00 costs $20.00, enormous Beech which we tem standpipe at the next meet- City Board of Education corn
rone said Apollo 12's flight fined
other of anti-Americanism, but
FIFTY-TWO years old, slight
eithSheriff.
around
reach
hardly
could
posed
of
Maurice
Ryan,
Bethel
ing of the council. This standplan is the most demanding yet
lambasting Uncle Sam is a popEarl Gordon, Route Three, er. It had jillions of beech nuts pipe will be located on the Richardson and Fred Schultz and wiry, President Marcos has
written for American spacemen_
ular trait during campaigns
been
conducting
a
campaign
that
reckand
flourishing
compet
each year for which we
Conrad, Gordon and Bean, all Murray,
Johnny Robertson Road and to discuss t h e Vocational wears out many a younger man
even though more than 16,000
will be connected to the water School. The city has indicated in his party. Up at 6 a.m., he
Navy commanders, retired ear- lessly using a deadly weapon; ed with the Squirrels.
Filipinos work on U.S. military
ly launch eve after President given twenty days in jail susystem with a ten inch pips that from the payroll and Oc- works until 2 a.m., much of the
bases in South Vietnam, Guam
Marcos
President
good
condition
of
spended
on
call
too
of
a
reminds
us
This
Nixon wished them Godspeed
which will proceed out the Lynn cupational License taxes, it will time seeing people and shaking
and Wake Island, and earn an
we got this week from a fel- Grove Highway.
present the City Board of Edu- hands.
in a telephone call from the behavior; Sheriff.
estimated $100 million, most of
hands of a businessman.
low who visited an area nearby
White ,House.
"President Marcos," he thun- which is sent home to their
One political pundit says MarMr. Vaughn said that the Bee cation the sum of $50,000 per
where there is an old fashion- Creek sewer line has been com- year for five years. This is ?- cos has seen at least 40 people ders "has produced the most families. This does not include
Conrad and Bean also visited
ed American Chestnut tree, for- pleted and that it should be in bout half of the cost of the every day in the past four years corrupt government in the his- tens of thousands of Filipiaos
their wives and children who
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tablishments in the islands.
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President Marcos is running
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time-is a round of used the north-versus-south is- food production from an import
big, healthy and bears Chest- considered from the treatment that the system provide school
during the night, but ground
nuts. A real oddity in this day plant to the lift station which is facilities for recreation for the golf. He reportedly shoots in the sue as a point of campaign. His nation to one exporting comcrewmen were not slowed in
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key political strength rests in modities, and wants another
and time.
their awesome task of priming
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law and order in a nation where
complished the job that Bean New York Stock Exchange.
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inflation
Continuing
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